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Summary
The avgilable hydrogeological information on the gravel deposits in the East Chichester
arca hasie been ascembled and collated with the historical development of gravel extraction
and site restoration, with particular emphasis on the Westhampnett area. However, the
lack of suf ficient and representative information on aquifer characterist ics and water levels
has not justi fi ed the application of sophisticated, mathematical modelling techniques nor
allowed proper calibration.
A simple, regional model was developed to examine the broad controls governing
groundwater movement. This has indicated the importance of recharge from thc Lavant
valley and defi ned a broad transmissivity distribution.
A more detailed local model of the Westhampnett area was also constructed incorporating
a simplifi ed representation of the areas of extraction or restoration. This model was used
to make some init ial predictions of water level response to several engineering
developments under consideration in this area Each proposed development was tested
separately and in conjunction with each other.
The results of the local model suggest that:
- a rise in water levels of perhaps 2m would occur in the north-west part of Church
Farm Pit if th is is infi lled but levels would show a similar fal l to thc south and
south-east of this pit .
- a seal along the southern edge of Church Farm Pit would cause watcr levels to rise
by about 0.5m in this pit but if the existing "seal" is removed the pit water level would
decline by only 1.0m but result in a rise of 0.5m to the south of this pit.
- the excavation and restoration of West Coach Road Pit as a water fi lled lake is likely
to reduce water levels in Church Farm Pit but possibly increase water levels in Shopwyke
Nor th Pi t. A ny infi ll ing of proposcd pits to the wcst or east of Coach Road is likely to
cause a rise in water levels in Church Farm Pit.
A t this stage, the model predictions must be regarded as indicative and actual water level
changes should not be taken too literal ly given the constraints and assumptions on which
the models are based.
Further information on aquifer characteristics and a period of water level monitoring would
allow more sophisticated models to be applied to thereby provide more accurate predictions
of further development in this area These could examine in advance the complex,
hydrological consequences that might result from the future interaction of pit excavation,
sealing and restoration throughout the East Chichester area that would be of benefi t to
planners and developers alike.
A provisional programme of fur ther works which focuses on the Westhampnctt area is
proposed to obtain the hydrogeological information for the development of more
representative models.
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INTRODUCTION
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L I GENERAL
EAST CHI CHESTER GROUNDWATE R MODEL ST UDY
The gravel deposits to the east and south-east of Chichester in West Sussex have been
worked extensively for more than fi fty years. Excavated sites now cover a total area of over
250 hectares as shown in Figures L l and 1.2.
The widespread removal of aquifer material and the subsequent seal ing and infi lling of pits
has disturbed the natural groundwater regime in the area For example, over recent years
there has been increasing concern about the problems of fl ooding in the Westhampnett area,
and in part icular at Church Farm Pit. New developments may increase the rise of fl ooding. I t
was apparent that a study of the area was needed to aw s both the present situation and
the implications of planned developments in the area.
The National Rivers Authori ty commissioned the Insti tute of Hydrology to undertake a
groundwater study, wi th additional funding provided by the following organisations, who have
an interest in thc area
National Rivers Authority (NRA )
Department of the Transport (DOT)
Tarmac Roadstone Li mited
West Sussex County Council (WSCC)
Hal l Aggregates (South Coast) Limited (RMC)
12 SCOPE OF WORK
The objectives of the study were as follows
1 To aesr mble hydrogeological data for the study area in order to :
••
•
•
•
•
3) To identify areas where addition al fi eld data would improve the accuracy of regional and•
local grou ndwater models.
• Data on aquifer charac ter ist ics and water levels were collected from a wide variety of sou rces,
•
and particular ly from available borehole information. The locations of the mo re importan t
boreho les use d in the study are shown on Figure 13 , while a complete listing of all
•
boreho les is include d as Append ix B and shown on Append ix B Map L The resulting data
base represents a comprehensive collectio n of hydrogeological information for this par t of the
•
Ch ichester area.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
a) improve the level of understan ding of the groundwater regime in the stu dy area;
and,
b) determine whether groundwater mo delling could be unde rtaken with the information
available
2) To apply an appropriate mathemat ical model of the regiona l groundwate r regime and a
local model o f the Westhampnett area to predict the impact of several possible development
projects on groundwater levels.
In general, data were restricted to small geographical areas, and contained little information
on aqu ifer properties. It was concluded that there was insuffi cient information on aquifer
geometry, propert ies, o r wate r levels to allow construction of a sophistica ted, time varying
groundwa ter model.
13 G RO UN DWATE R MO DEL
Initially it was intended tha t the groundwater modelling stu dy would examine the area
between Westh ampnett and the Brighto n to Chicheste r railway line. H owever, because of the
requ irement to define rea listi c boundary conditions for the groundwate r model it was decided
to prepa re  a  more regional mo del  as  well as a local model of the Westhampne tt area.
Extend ing  the  regional model allowed most o f the La vant alluvial fan to be included in the
study  area as  shown in Figure 2. 1. This then provided a better con text for the detailed
mo del at Westhampne tt, and included coverage of  the  possible future gravel ex traction sites at
Kingsham and Brick Kiln Farms.
The two mathematical models have been used to analyse  the  aquifer under exist ing conditions
and to make a qualitat ive assr ssrnent of  the  impact of the propose d developments. Th ese
models are desc ribed in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.
Information on groundwater levels and especially aquifer properties is sparse and because of
this it has not been possible to accurately cal ibrate the groundwater models. The model
results should therefore be treated with caution. Addi tional fi eld data would allow the models
to be calibrated to provide more accurate, reliable predict ions of the impact of proposed
future developments.
The modelling described in this report was carried out in association with Hydraulics Rcscarch
Limited, Wallingford using the A QUA model developed by Vatnaskil Consult ing Engineers of
Reykj avik, Iceland. A QU A is a program package to solve groundwater fl ow and transport
equations using the Galerkin fi nite element method. Thc package includes various graphical
preprocessors to make preparation of data as easy as possible, along with graphical
postprocessors. A more complete description of the theory used by AQUA is given in
A nnex 1.
Th e AQUA model can also simulate contaminant transpor t, al though this capabili ty has not
been used in the current study. Hence the model could also be used to examine potential
groundwater contamination problems, such as the migration of leachates from reclamation sites
in the study area However, this wil l require more detailed hydrogeological information in
specifi c areas than is available at present.
•• Chapter 2
DES CRIP TI O N O F I TIE STUDY ARE A
•
•
2 1 G EOLOG Y
Th e geology of the area, which is shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, is
•
nomenclatu re and inferred depositional environments used by the Brit ish Geologica l Survey for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Additional information on the solid geology has been provided in a report by Sou thern Water
•
•
A ssessment Report on Chicheste r and Bognor Regis (BGS [MAU Report 138, 1983). The
the d if erent gravel types has been adoptcd for the present study as given in Table 1.
Table 1 : Geo logica l Succe ss ion.
D RIFT
Recent and Pleistocene Alluvium
Valley - Fan Gravel
Brickear th
Head G ravel
Raised Beach Deposit (Younger)
Raised Storm Bea ch Deposit
Raised Beach Deposit (Older)
SOLID
Eocene London a ay
Palaeocene Woolwich and Reading Be ds
Cretaceou s Upper Chalk
Autho rity describing the Chalk hydrogeology in the Chicheste r region . Some local modifi cations
to these interpreta tions were made with the more detailed data ob tained fro m the quarry
co mpanies o r recent engineering stu dies.
2..L1 So lid G eology
descnb e d in the Mineral
The gravel deposits of the project area rest unconformably upon Tertiary and Cretaceous
sediments along the sou the rn limb of the Sou th Downs Anticline  as  shown in Figure 2.2.
Smaller scale, east-west trend ing folding of the Chicheste r Syncline and Portsdown /
Lit tlehamp ton Ant iclines has further deformed this sequence. The Tertiary units act as an
impermeable barrier beneath the Quaternary drift deposits as illustrated in the M SS sections
of Figure 23 .
The Upper Chalk is exposed along the northern margins of the study area and occurs as
drift covered subcrop in the core of the Portsdown and Li tt lehampton Anticlines. The Upper
Chalk is a pure white limestone with closely spaced bands of nodular and tabular fl ints.
Solution collapse structures occur within the Chalk immediately beneath the Pleistocene
unconformity, particularly near the Reading Beds/Chalk contact.
The Woolwich and Reading Beds overlie the Chalk with slight angular unconformity and
consist of up to 40 Il l of dark grey waxy clays with distinctive red and green mottl ing. A
basal d astic uni t of grey chalk and fl int sands is recorded along the northern outcrops but
may be absent in the southern parts of the area The Woolwich and Reading Beds are
appreciably thinner along the northern fl anks of the Li ttlehampton A nt icline.
The London Clay consists of bluish to dark grey usually laminated d ay with sandy seams.
Beds of calcareous shelly sandstone are more abundant higher in the sequence. Whilst there
are no natural exposures of the London Clay within the study area, this unit has been
intersected in numerous boreholes along the Chichester Syncline. Recent roadline investigati ons
near Westhampnett suggest that the London Clay extends further north than had been
previously thought (Figure 2.2).
The Cretaceous and Tert iary strata were subject to two periods of erosion dur ing the
Pleistocene to form : (a) an upper older wave-cut platf orm at an elevation of between
approximately 20 and 25 metres, and (b) a lower younger wave-cut platform at an elevation
of approximately 10 metres. The northern margins of each of these platforms are marked by
a cliff-line as illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 23 . Steeper topographic slopes also form the
val ley sides of the River Lavant as shown in Figure 2.2. These features are thought to
hydraulical ly isolate the gravels of the upper wave-cut platform from those of the Lavant
val ley and the lower wave-cut platform.
23 2  Drift Deposi ts
The drif t deposits form the aquifer of main interest to the present study, with both the
regional and local groundwater models being dominated by the infl uence of the  Fan  and
Valley Gravels. The distribution of the dif erent dri ft deposi ts is show n in Figu res 2.1 and the
thickness variations illustrated in Figure 2.4
The Fan Gravels are characterized by angular to well rounded fl ints with a matrix varying
from chalky, clayey sil t to clean quartz sand. Litho logically thc Fan Gr avels are more var iable
••
•
•
• The upper wave-cut platform is partially covered by the sandy silts to pebbly fine sands of
• the Raised Beach Deposit (older). The lower wave-cut platform is covered by the Raised
Beach Deposit (younger) which consists of sil ty sand with sandy gravels near the base and is
usual ly fossil iferous, and more marly, calcareous and cemented compared to the overlying
• Head, Fan or Raised Storm Beach gravels. The general distr ibution of the Raised Beach
Deposit (younger) is shown on the isopach map of Figure 2.6.
•
The Head Gravel almost total ly obscures the Raised Beach Deposit (older) of the upper
• platform. I t is regarded as a periglacial solifl uxion deposit developed along the base of the
Chalk dip slope. This southward th inning wedge extends between the Raised Storm Beach
• Deposits above the lower cli ff line, to cover the northern parts of the deposits of the lower
wave-cut platform as shown in Figure 2.7. It is characterized by angular fl int gravel with a
• dominantly clayey matr ix and clasts derived from the Chalk, the local Tertiary deposits and
•
from reworked Raised Beach Deposi t. Stratigraphic data available from gravel workings in the
Boxgrove area indicate at least two seperate phases of head gravel deposition, each preceeded
•
by periods of sil ty, wind blown loess deposition ('brickcarth').
•
•
•
•
2.2 H YD ROL OGY
The hydrology of the study area is dominated by the influence of ephemeral fl ow of the
River Lavant. The infl uence of the more subtle factors such as minor surface fl ow and
•
•
•
•
and poorly sorted than the Val ley Gravels, reflecting deposit ion in general ly lower energy
environments. The grain size and sorting characteristics of thc Lavant al luvial fan has been
used in developing the inferred transmissivity distribution for the groundwater models Figure
25 illustrates the thickness variatiations of the Fan Gravels. A more detailed description of
the geometry of the Fan and Valley Gravels is provided in Sect ion 3.1.1..
Raised Storm Beach Deposits are well developed in the Westhampnett area where they occur
at the southern margin of the upper wave cut platform. These sandy gravels may be up to
7.0 m thick and outcrop as low hummocky ridges about 1.0 km wide. 'They are considered by
the BGS to have been shingle bars, formed contemporaneously with the Raised Beach
Deposit (older) of the upper wave cut platform. The distribut ion of these deposits is shown
in Figure 2.1, and on a more detailed scale they occupy the area defi ned by the 'zero'
thickness contour on thc Head Gravel isopach map (Figure 2.7).
rainfall has been more difficult to defi ne from the avai lable data
••
•
•
•
•
7 7 7. Surface Fl ow in the River Lavant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
22 1 Surface Flow
Records of dai ly mean fl ow for the River Lavant are available from December 1970 to the
present for the Greylingwell gauging station, which is located 750 m upstream from
Westhampnett Mill . Flows were measured on a quarterly basis from 1976 to 1981 on the
major rifes (streams) draining the study area (Figure 2.8).
The River Lavant is considered to be the main source of recharge in the Chichester study
area. I t is an ephemeral stream fed by Chalk springs and surface runof on the dip slope of
the South Downs. H ow is diverted into three channels, one through Westhampnett Mill
(Mil l St ream) and the other two through the old Pound Farm gravel pit area. Mill Stream
approaches to within 100 m. of the north west corner of Church Farm Pi t at which point
the bed is at an elevation of 16.8 m.O.D.
Flow in the Lavant may occur from September and July, but typically commences in late
November with signif icant flow continuing through to April . Occasional ly the Lavant will be
dry for periods of up to 18 months (19720 2 and 19750 6), or, more rarely, fl ow may
continue for two years (1967/69). Figure 2.9 illustrates fl ow patterns in the Lavant compared
to long term rainfall patterns for the period 1968-88. Similar trends are evident from the
water level data for Church Farm Pit shown in Figure 2.14 and these are discussed in
Section 3.1.1. Peak fl ow in the Lavant usually lags behind peak seasonal rai nfall by
approximately two months as shown in Figures 1 10 and 2.12.
The fl ow volume and duration is determined on a seasonal basis by groundwater levels in the
Chalk as shown in Figure 2.10. While there appears to be several factors related to Chalk
groundwater levels which ultimately tr igger Lavant fl ow, this surface fl ow does not occur
unless levels reach a certain critical elevat ion. In the present study Chalk groundwater levels
measured at a site at Boxgrove were taken as indicative of the local regime. As shown in
Figure 2.11 at Boxgrove this crit ical elevation is between 11.5 and 13.0 m.O.D.
Once the critical groundwater level is exceeded and fl ow commences in the Lavant even small
local rainfall events may produce a recognizable increase in [ avant flow rates, while below
this level major regional rainfal l events do not result in any measureable fl ow wi thin the
•
Lavant. Figures 2.13 and 2.14 illustrate that reductions in Lavant fl ow may also occur during
periods of higher local rainfal l.
The mean monthly fl ow, provided fl ow occurs, wil l on average equal or exceed 1.15 cumecs
every other year. A fl ow of 1 cumec wil l occur in 4 years out of 5 in those years when
fl ow occurs. The total volume of annual fl ow in the River U vant measured at Greylingwell
for the period 1970-88 ranges from 3 to 21 Mml
22 .3 Suzf acc  Flow in  the Rifles
Quarterly fl ow readings between 1976-81 from the ri fes draining the study area provide an
indication of seasonal fl ow rates but, as evident from Figure 2.16, these are not suffi ciently
detailed to allow accurate correlation between rainfall, infi ltration and runof . The majori ty of
the gauging stations for the 1976-81 study were located along the southern margins of the
study arca where the rifes are better developed. There was no monitoring of rife fl ow in the
immediate Westhampnett area For these reasons surface fl ow in the rifes has not been
included in either of the groundwatcr models.
It is probable that the rifes along the southern margins of the study area originate f rom
surface runoff and groundwater from the drift deposits recharged from the U vant, the
numerous water fi lled pits and from the Chalk. There is a southerly increase in ri fe flow that
may be related to a combination of incrcasing catchment size, and changes in the character
of the drift deposits. The smaller catchment area of the Eldbridge Rife reflects the lower
fl ow rates of this stream, while the high storage capacity of the lakes at the Southern
Leisure Centre may be a factor in maintaining high base fl ows in the Pagham Rife.
The Southern Water Authority has suggested that the high summer base fl ows and
hydrochemistry of thc rifes to the west of A ldingbourne indicate that the water in these
streams is partly derived directly from the Chalk. The Chalk derived component of fl ow in
these ri fes is greatest where the streams and their surrounding drift deposits lie directly upon
the Chalk exposed in the cores of the Portsdown and Litt lehampton A nticlines. This vertical
movement of groundwater from the Chalk and into the drift deposits has been recognised as
an important factor in determining the viability of future gravel extraction at Kingsharn Farm.
There are insuffi cient data to show the elevation of the Chalk piezomethc surface over the
study area. However, the hydrographs shown on Figure 3.4 from twinned boreholes at
Tangmere Road indicate that the piezometr ic surface for Chal k groundwater rises to 18.0
m.O.D., some sbc  metres above the water table in the drift deposits.
The chemistry and high summer base fl ow of the Oving Rife was interpreted by Southern
Water to indicate that overfl ow of groundwater from the Chalk was occurr ing along the
Chalk-Reading Beds contact to the north of Dying. This contact lies at approximately 17.0
m.O.D. in this area and at lower elevations north of Westhampnett (153 m.O.D.) and in
the Lavant Valley (11.5m O.D.).
2.2 4 Rainfall
Rainfall records are available from twelve stations wi thin the study area ( Table 2 ). A long
term record from 1898 is also available for Bognor ( SZ 913 067 ). In the present study the
records from County Hal l for 1961-65, Portfi eld Depot for 1965-76 and Chichester A mbulance
Station 1978-88 have been combined to form a long term record. There are insufi cient
groundwater level data to determine the contribution of rainfall to groundwater recharge
within the regional model arca. For this reason the regional and detailed mathematical studies
have not attempted to model the effects of rainfall on the groundwater regime.
The long term average annual rainfal l for the Chichester study area is 784mm, while over the
South Downs the average annual rainfall is in excess of 950mm. Rainfall pat terns over the
last twenty years suggest that there has been a period of drier than average years from 1970
through to 1978 and a wetter than average period from 1979 through to 1988 (Figure 2.9).
The records since 1988 show lower than average annual rainfall over the stu dy area. In
an average year a total of approximately 20 Mm3 of water falls as rain within the regional
model area, of which possibly 5 million cubic metres (25%) recharges groundwater.
indicate where and how the natural aquifer had been-altered.
Th e West Sussex County Council general reclamation strategy is to leave the pits south of
the Brighton-Chichester railway as water fi lled lakes for recreational after-use, and to infi ll pits
to the north of the railway wi th waste material .
A ir-photographs were used to examine the development of pits and restoration in the study
area. Th ese were supplemented by information from West Sussex County Council, Planning
Department and from interviews with individuals involved with the quarrying operations A ll
areas where gravel extraction was known to have occurred were documented and a seperate
fi le established for each giving details of original gravel characteristics, the date, depth and
type of quarrying, and the nature of any sealing and infi lling. This information is listed in
A ppendix A and illustrated on Appendix A , Maps 1 to 4.
There was an expansion in quarrying activities between 1945 and 1960 with operations start ing
in the vicinity of the Southern Leisure Centre. By 1961 excavation was in progress at
Shopwyke North and Church Farm Pits and completed at the Sainsburys site. A t this time
groundwater levels would have been depressed by pumping from Church Farm Pit , which is
thought to have continued until the mid-1970's. However, the gradual infilling of the
Sainsburys site and sil t ponding in Shopwyke North was also taking place at this time.
In the early to mid 1970's Chichester District Council constructed a pulverisation plant on
land on the northern side of Church Farm Pit. With the cessation of quarrying activit ies and
the sealing of the pit walls water levels rose to 13.93 m.O.D., causing flooding of the Council
site in January 1975. During 1978 the Bookers site was developed in the northwest corner of
Church Farm Pit while the Sainsbury's site was completely infi lled and siltation continued in
Shopwyke Nor th. Since 1981 quarrying activit ies have been greatly reduced with changes to
the groundwater regime being caused by progressive infi l ling of previous lined pits at
Shopwyke South.
A number of the pits that were developed prior to 1939 were excavated with relatively low
technology equipment which limited the depth to which they could penetrate. For example the
Bri tish Rail sites at Portf ie ld (Sites 22 & 23) were hand dug, while the Pound Farm quarry
(Si tes 3 & 4) were worked with older dragline machinery which was incapable of removing all
the Fan Gravel. The transmissivity val ues assigned to particular sites has been adjusted where
the historical records have suggested that either the marine gravels or some of the Fan
Gravels may have been left in place.
A study of water level data from the Bulls reclamat ion site at Shopwyke South (Site 19) has
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the Fan Gravel. The transmissivity values assigncd to particular sites has been adj usted where
the historical records have suggested that either the marine gravels or some of the Fan
Gravels may have been left in place.
A study of water level data from the Bulls reclamation si te at Shopwyke South (Site 19) has
shown that the water levels in thc individual storage cells are unaf ected by fl uctuations in
the water table outsidc the sitc (Figure 2.17). This suggests that the clay lining acts as a
barrier to groundwater fl ow. However, many of the older pits may not have been ef ectively
sealed. This is thought to include sites 3, 5?, 10, 21, 22, and 26 (Figure 1.2). There may
be an increased risk of groundwater contamination from such pits.
The majori ty of the reclaimed pits have been infilled with the silt washings from the sand
and gravel screening plants. This material has been assigned a very low permeabil ity in the
models. A slightly higher permeabil ity has been assigned for those pits with domestic waste fi l l
compared to the sil t fi lled pits. However, the difference in permeabil ity between these two
types of fi ll relative to the high permeablity of the Val ley Gravels means that such
distinctions have only a limited ef ect upon the groundwater model predictions.
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• Chapter 3
HYDROG EOLOGY
The upper and lower wave-cut platfo rms represent two distinct groundwate r provinces with
dif erent sou rces of recha rge, dif erent types of drift deposit and contrasting permcabilities.
•
The drift deposits of the lower wave-cut platform are in hydraulic co nt inuity with the Lavant
valley gravels and receive sur face and sub-surface recharge from this source. Th e drift deposits
•
of the upper wave-cut platform rece ive no recharge from the Lavant valley bu t are believed
to be seasonally in hydraulic continuity with the dr ift deposits of the lower wave-cu t plat form
•
across the lower cliff line.
•
Several previous groundwater stu dies have been conducted by Sout hern Watcr Authority and
other organisations with interests in the study area. The info rmation from these was ent ered
int o the Institute of Hydrology computer database (G RIPS). Sites still open and available for
groundwater monitoring were no ted during the course of the data collect ion.
3.1 THE U PPER WAVE -CUT PLATFO RM
Groundwate r fl ow within the dr ift deposits of the upper wave-cu t platfo rm is strongly
contro lled by the nature of the bedrock. Over the bu lk of the area where these deposits are
•
underlain by the Upper Chalk, recharge from rainfall is quickly lost into this highly permeable
sequence . Where the drift deposits of the upper wave-cu t platform overlie impermeable
Reading Be ds a local perched water table develops, recharged by winter rains and overfl ow
from the Chalk an d losing groundwater by sur face and subsurface fl ow across the cliff line
into the drift deposits of the lower wave-cut platform.
Examples of such surface fl ow occur beside- C1aypit Lane Coach Road at Westh arnpnett ,
• and acro ss the An , 500 metres east of Maudlin. Over recent years the sou therly surface fl ow
beside Coach Ro ad has been re-directed into Church Farm Pit, and could contribute to
• po tential fl ood ing problems in this area. There is very little data from along the cliff line
which wou ld allow the quantifi cat ion of the amount and duration of the surface and
• sub-surface fl ow of the upper wave-cut platform. Similar ly the regional waterlevel con tou r
maps are no t detailed enough to indica te whether a signifi cant amo unt of water is fl owing
• over this cliff line.
•
An hydraulic gradient of approximately 1:40 exists across the wave-cu t cliff line, compared to
•
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the 1:1000 gradient southwards over the lower wave-cut platform. The gravels lying across the
clif l ine arc only one or two metres thick.
32 TH E LOW ER WA VE-CUT PLA TFORM
32 1 A quifer Geometry
The Lavant alluvial fan is the primary hydrogeological featu re of the East Chichester study
area. Surface and groundwater flow through the study area is dominated by the fan geometry
with local modifications due to gravel extraction. The isopach data for the combined thickness
of all types of gravel shown in Figure 2.4 illustrates the dominant infl uence of the Lavant
alluvial fan on gravel thickness. In the central portions of the fan the alluvial gravels
represent 80-90% of the total gravel thickness.
V al ley Gravels extend over a width of approximately 200 - 300 met res along the course of
the River Lavant, spreading out to become the Fan Gravels as the river crosses the lower
clif -line. Only limited data are available on the Valley Gravels but in the [a vant vil lage area
they are at least 5.0 m thick near the centre of the val ley, and thin to around 3.0 rn along
the sides of the valley where they lens into the Head Gravels of the upper wave-cut
platform.
The Fan Gravels form a broad fan with a radius of approximately 3.0 km around Chichester,
that is up to 10.0 rn th ick near Westhampnett Mill and lensing out to the east, west and
south. This fan has developed during the recent geological past where the Lavant emerges
from the Chalk uplands of the South Downs and passes over the less resistant Tert iary strata
of the Chichester Syncline as shown in Figure 25.
Detailed information from south of Kingsham Farm indicates that the thickness of the Fan
Gravel is highly variable, and exposures in the Shopwyke North gravel pit suggest that the
Fan Gravels are incised as north-south trending channels into the underlying marine gravels.
Figu re 2.6 shows the Raised Beach Deposit (younger) to be thinner beneath the central parts
of the alluvial fan, perhaps as a result of erosion dur ing the deposit ion of the overlying Fan
Gravels. Thickness and transmissivity variations in the Fan Gravels, and possible erosional
thinning of the underlying marine gravels suggest that a palco-channel of the Lavant may
have continued along a southeasterly course from Westhampnett towards Merston.
There is a progressive change across the study area in the relative infl uence upon the
groundwater regime of the Fan and marine gravels. In the area around Westhampnett the
water table usually lies several metres above the base of the Fan Gravel, whi le to the south
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around Runcton thc water table is wi thin the marine gravels. In addition while there are
seasonal variations in groundwater levels of 2-3 m. close to thc River Lavant, they are only
of the order of 0.5 m. around Runcton.
3.2.2 Groundwater Levels
The elevation of groundwater levels within the drift deposits of the lower wave-cut platform
decreases gradually towards the south, from apprcodinately 15.0 m.O.D . near the base of the
clif line to 6.5 m.O.D. at Runcton (Figures 3.1 and 33 ). The form of the water level
contours refl ect
1) the topographic gradient;
2) the higher transmissivity gravels towards the axis of the al luvial fan;
3) the ef ects of thc man-made lake systems; and
4) the relative thickness of the Fan and marine gravels.
What is not particularly evident from the contour pattern in Figure 3.1 is the ef ect of
recharge from the River Lavant, but this is thought to be largely a function of the widely
spaced monitoring points.
Groundwater levels vary seasonally by about 0.5 rn in the south of the study area at
Runcton, and 0.7 m in thc north of the area at Westhampnett V illage. As a result of
rccharge from surface fl ow and the restricting ef ects of infi lled pits, the seasonal var iations in
groundwater levels at locations along the course of the Lavant is probably in thc ordcr of
several metres.
The water fi lled pits have a high storage capability, with the potential for rapid fi ll ing and
slow release of water back to the drif t deposits. This has the ef ect of increasing the total
volume of water recharging the gravels and probably also maintaining higher basefl ows in the
r ifes draining the area.
Very lit tle detailed information is available on the ef ects of commencement and changing
rates of fl ow in the Lavant on the local groundwater conditions. It can be assumed that in
the areas close to the course of the Lavant, .as with Church Farm Pi t, there is a rapid rise
in groundwater levels at the commencement of river fl ow. Earlier studies by the Southern
Water A uthority showed groundwater levels around the margins of Church Farm Pit respond
closely to changes in water levels in the pit. Data examined during the present study from
Portfi eld and Drayton and shown in Figure 2.15 would indicate that the seasonal fal l in
groundwater levels may occur more rapidly in areas close to the Lavant.
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3.23 Water Levels in Church Far m Pit
Water levels in Church Farm Pit rise rapidly after the commence ment of sur face fl ow in the
River La vant . This relationship is illustrated in the data from 1974-75 shown in Figure 2.12.
A n adequate understanding of this relat ionship is however impaired by the lack of data for
the period immediate ly before, and just after, Lavant fl ow commences. The amount of wate r
lost fro m the Lavant has not been quantifi ed by fl ow measurements, although pumping rates
of 10000 m3./day (0.12 entr ees) are usually required to prevent water levels exceeding 15.5
m.O .D. in Church Farm Pit. A t the co mmencement of river fl ow water can enter Church
Farm Pit at a rate which may be as high as 20000 m3 /day (0.23 cumecs).
Whe n seasonal fl ow begins on the Lavant a hydraulic gradient of approximately 1:20 exists
over the 100 metres between the river and the pit. Th is steep initial gradien t would seem to
account for the rapid rise in pit water levels that accompanies the commen cement of river
fl ow. As wate r levels r ise within the pit there is a corresponding reduction in the hydraulic
gradient result ing in a decrease in fl ow from the Lavant to the piL Any reduct ions in pit
wate r levels that may be produced by pumping from Church Farm Pit will be
counter-balanced by a corresponding increase in the hydraulic gradie nt at nd hence increased
fl ow to the pit .
The effec ts of varying fl ow rates in the U vant on the water levels in Church Far m Pit are
no t clear ly understo od . The general trends evident in Figure 2.12 show that water levels fell
only slightly in response to the lower river fl ow rates in January 1975, and slowly declined
during the rap id fall in fl ow rates in March 1975. Similarly, the sudden fall in river fl ow in
late February 1983 shown on Figure 2.13 did no t af ect lake water levels. Th is suggests tha t
the slow drainage of water th rough the clay lining aro und Church Farm Pit dampens the
fl uctuations in water levels that might be caused by changing river fl ow rates.
In the same way that annual Lavant fl ow ratcs arc comparable to thc longer te rm variations
in rainfall t hat were described earlier (Figure 2.9), peak winter water levels in Church Farm
Pit also mirror these longer term seasonal variations as shown in Figure 2.14. Th e relatively
low winter maxima tha t occu rred be twee n 1979 and 1972 correspon ding to a period of below
average rainfall.
Th e reco rd of pit water levels between 1969 and 1979 shown in Figu re 2.14 suggests that
the re was been a progressive rise in pit water levels. It is possible that this may be due to a
process o f natu ral silta tion and decreasing permeability of the pit walls. The apparent levelling
off o f maximum levels since 1979 is possibly of function of both pumping and natu ral
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drainage from thc pit. It appears likely that water levels wil l continue to rise to 155 m.O.D.
under future average conditions.
The limited data available indicate that local rainfal l events do not have a signifi cant effect
upon water levels within Church Fann Pit as shown by Figure 2.13. This lack of response
may be due to some over-r iding control on maximum water levels such as pumping or
natural overfl ow above the clay liner along the wal ls of the pit. Similarly, there are
insuffi cient data to draw any reliable conclusions regarding the effect of local rai nfal l events
on groundwater recharge. Th e few detailed hydrographic records that are avail able such as
that reproduced in Figure 2.15, do not indicate any appreciable ef ects from local rainfall
events.
3.2.4 Aqui fer Ch aracteristics
Pumping tests were carr ied out by Southern Water Authori ty in 1975 at the Pulverisation
Plant adj acent to Church Farm Pit. A transmissivity of 650 m2/d was derived using the Jacob
Method f rom these tests of a combined Fan Gravel and Lower Raised Beach Deposit
sequence. Assuming an average saturated thickness of 3.5m the indicated average hydraulic
conductivi ty was 185 m/d.
Using distance draw down data from the above tests, the specifi c yield was calculation at
3.5%. There are no specific yield data avai lable for other areas or other parts of the drift
sequence. The lack of specifi c yield information  was  one factor in preventing the use of time
vaiy ing mathematical models during the current study.
Fal l ing head permeabil ity tests were carried out at the Pulverisation Plant during 1975. Fal ling
head and constant head permeabil ity tests were also undertaken along the proposed route of
the A -27 By-Pass. These results may be summar ised as follows
Made Ground
Clay
Fan Gravels
Marine Gravels
Pulverisation Plant A -27 Road Line
2 m/d(2 results)
0.1 - 3.0 m/d
03 - 30.0 m/d
0.1 -100 m/d
To supplement the limited data on transmissivity from pumping and input tests the hydraulic
conductivi ty of each of the gravel types wi thin the study area  was  estimated using the specifi c
surface approach from grain size analyses (Boonstra and de Ridder, 1981). These results are
given in Table 3 and summarised as follows for each type of gravel.
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0.1 - 1.0 ml d
0.1 - 3.0 m/d
approx 180 m/d
G ravel tYPe
33 CO NCEPTU AL MODEL
Bulk Mean Hydraulic
With a comparable value for Fan Gravel hydraulic conductivity of approx 180 m/d being
ob tained using several different me thods, the lower result from the inpu t tests at the
Pulverisa tion Plant may be regarded unrepresentative.
As shown above and in Table 3 the Fan Gravels have a higher hydraulic conductivity than
e ither the mar ine or Head Gravels. The distnb ution of the data poin ts for which hydraulic
conductivity is available is illustrated in Figu res 3.6 to 3.8. While these are insufi cient to
allow detailed interpreta tion, the higher values at Kives Farm ( Borehole 80SE53 ) may
refl ect the prese nce of coarser well sorted gravels associated with a possible paleochannel of
the Lavant.
The hydraulic conductivity data has been used to derive a transmissivity for each boreh ole
site assum ing satura tion of the gravel sequence, and this is represented as Figure 3.5. Grain
size analyses are also available for the area covered during engineering studies for the A27
By-Pass an d around ICingsham Far m. However these data cover a relatively small area, and as
the results ar e consistent with the overall patterns developed from the more regional data,
they are no t included in Figure 3.5.
The data available for the present study are not sufi ciently detailed to allow for the
influence of the differe nt types of gravel to be accu rately accounted for in the prep aration of
the regio nal mo del. A qualitative approximation was made in defi ning the transmissivity
variations with in the model areas.
Th e most important features of the groundwater regime in the East Chichester area are
summarised in the following sections. These features represent the basic assumptions that were
inherent in the development of the mathematical models.
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33 .1 Regional Model
The following features were incorporated into the regional model:
•
The drift deposits of the the lower wave-cut platform comprise the aquifer of primary
interest to the present study.
• The U vant valley is the principal source of recharge in the area and was therefore
assigned a high t ransmissivity wi th a fixed head upper boundary.
The clif -lines were considered as no fl ow boundaries even though it was appreciated
that an apparently small but unquantifi ed amount of surface and groundwater fl ow was
occurring across these features.
' The direction and magnitude of groundwater flow is primarily controlled by the
geometry and characteristics of the Fan Gravels. In areas where there was limited
data, transmissivi ty values were ext rapolated on the basis of anticipated fan geometry.
• The seasonal fl uctuation in groundwater levels across most of the regional study area is
less than 1.0 m.
The groundwater regime has been disturbed by excavation and infi lling of numerous gravel
pits. There are several features which infl uence the regional groundwater regime but which
have not, for various reasons, been incorporated in the mathematical model. These include
any vert ical groundwater fl ow from the Chalk, the surface rife flow, and the effects of rainfall
on groundwater levels.
There has been no attempt to quantify the licenced and unlicenced abstraction from the
gravel aquifer and this has also been omitted from the groundwater models.
33 2 Church Farm Pit Model:
In addit ion to those features included in the regional model the local Church Farm Pit
model also included the following:
The Fan Gravels comprise the aquifer of primary interest in the Westhampnett area
where i t has been heavily modified by infil led and open pits. The inferred geometry of
the alluvial fan was used to ext rapolate transmissivity val ues in undisturbed areas.
•  
• Recharge of the Fan Gravels is predominantly from the Lavant valley which has been
assigned a high t ransmissivity. The inferred no fl ow boundary of the lower wave-cut
platform is within less than 200 m. of Church Farm Pit .
•
•
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' The available hydrographs for water levels in Church Farm Pit suggest that the
seasonal on-set of surface fl ow in the River Lavant results in rapid water levels rises
of up to 23 m. Th e subsequent slow decline in pit water levels is thought to be due
to slow seepage through the clay seal around the pit walk This clay liner was included
in the model as a low transmissivity zone around the southern half of Church Farm
Pit.
The high hydraul ic gradient between Church Farm Pit and the U vant results in high
groundwater fl ow rates towards the pit . These high fl ow rates have been simulated in
the model by assigning a high transrnissivity to the gravels between the Lavant and
Church Farm Pit.
* The nature of the fi ll material and the thickness of gravel left beneath particular
reclamation sites was considered in assigning transmissivity values.
In addit ion there are certain features which are believed to infl uence the hydrological regime
in the Westhampnett area but which have not been included in the mathemat ical model:
' A n unquantified amount of surface and groundwater fl ow is known to enter Church
Farm Pit from the north-east from north of the cliff line.
Overfl ow is thought to occur above the clay seal along the southern wall of Church
Farm Pi t once water levels exceed approximately 145 m.O.D. The simple models
employed in the present study could make not provision for this type of outfl ow.
• Gradual siltation over the last twenty years has increased the ef ectiveness of the clay
seal l ining Church Farm Pit, resulting in higher peak winter water levels and slower
decline in levels over the summer months.
' No provision has been made for pumping and surface transfer from Church Farm Pit
or between dif erent parts of Tarmac's Portfi eld operations.
The extent to which dif erent fl ow rates within the River Lavant, and also local
rainfall events af ect water levels in Church Farm Pit are inadequately understood and
have not been included in the mathematical models.
To take account of all these featu res in a mathematical model of the Church Farm Pit area
would require more information than is presently available.
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4.1 1NT RO DUCTI ON
The area included in the regional model representing the gravel aquifer east of Chicheste r
is shown in Figure 1.1. The northern limit of the model was taken to be the break of
slope between the lower and upper wave-cut plat forms. Th e sou thern limit o f the model
was taken to be the po int where the overall gravel thickn ess reduce s to less than 1 rn.
The mod el was extended in a nor th westerly direct ion up the valley of the river Lavant.
This river breaks through the clif line which forms the brea k of slope betwee n the two
raised be aches; the river valley will probably contain a signifi can t thickness of gravel.
Fixed head boundary cond itions were applied along both the northern and sou thern
boundaries of the model. Groundwate r levels which are rep resentative of winter co nditions
were utilised. The western and eastern boundaries were par allel to the grou ndwater
conto urs; these were represen ted as no fl ow boundar ies. The western and easte rn
boundar ies were located a suffi cient distance from the main area of interest that their
loca tion would not signifi cantly influence the groundwater levels predicted in this area
The transmissivity distribut ion used in the model was based on th at described in Ch apter 3
of this report. This distribution is based on limited fi eld data and should be treated as only
an initial approximation. No gravel pits were explicitly represented in the regional mo del.
The main objective of the regional model was to br ing together the data for the entire
region int o an analytical framework. I l e results of this mo del could then be used to
defi ne the boundary condit ions and background transmissivity distribution for the loca lised
model which was used to investigate the impact of gravel pits.
42 MODEL RES UL'IS
Chap ter 4
RE GIONAL MO DE L
Insuffi cien t data exist to carry out detailed calibration of the model under either ste ady
state or t ransien t co nditions. Results of the steady-state simulations with the mod el were
compared with gro undwater levels observed during the winter period.
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0• 42 1 Flow across northern boundary
• In the fi rst simulations with the model groundwater was assumed to enter the area along the
•
entire northern boundary. This representation resulted in groundwater levels higher than
those observed in the north-east and north-west of the area The contour pattern they did
•
not curve sufi ciently about a point where the Lavant valley enters thc area
•
These results suggested that there is no significant fl ow from the upper raised beach into the
gravel aquifer under investigation. The simulated condit ion was modifi ed so that groundwater
•
could only enter the modelled arca from that part of the northern boundary adjacent to the
Lavant val ley. This simulation gave signifi cantly better agreement with the observed
•
groundwater levels, which would imply that the main source of groundwater for the area
under study is fl ow down the Lavant val ley.
• 4.2.2 Transmissivity distr ibution
• The init ial transmissivity distnb ution used in the model was based on limited field data This
•
transmissivity distribution has the highest values in the central part of the modelled area This
is inconsistent with the hydrogeological history of the aquifer which suggests that the gravels
•
were deposited by a proto-Lavant. Given this hydrogeological history the highest
transmissivities would be expected in the Lavant valley.
The init ial model runs which used the transmissivity distribut ion given in Part A resulted in
•
groundwater levels which agreed poorly with the observed values both in distr ibution and
absolute value. A modified transmissivity distribution consistent with the hydrogeological history
•
of the aquifer was used in an attempt to improve the predict ions.
•
A ft er a number of simulations predicted groundwater levels which agrced reasonably well with
those observed were achieved; these are shown on Figure 3.1 together with the observed
•
levels.
•
Th e transmissivities used in the final model simulation are shown in Figure 3.2. The highest
values occur in the Lavant val ley and values decrease with increasing distance from the point
•
where the Lavant val ley enters the aquifer.
•
•
•
•
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5.1 INTRODUCII ON
Chapter 5
CHU RCH FA RM PIT MO DEL
The Ch urch Farm Pit model was of the area in the immediate vicinity of Church Farm Pit
and was used to obt ain initial estimates of the impact of selected developme nts proposed in
the Westh ampnett ar ea. Th e major hydrogeological features of this area are shown in Figure
5.1. Th e regional model was used to defi ne the boundary conditions and the natural
transmissivity distribution for this model. The charac teristics of the various gravel pits, both
open and infilled, were superimposed on th is background transmissivity distribu tion .
5.2 MO DEL CALIBRATI ON
O ne of the main concerns relating to Chu rch Farm Pit has been the increase in wate r levels
over recent years. Th is is a particu lar problem during winter months when areas adjacent to
the pit fl ood an d pumping is car ried ou t to provide protection.
In any given year the water levels in the pit exhibit a characteristic hydrograph
a rapid rise of between 2 and 3 m over approximately 1 month following by a
which shows
much slower
recession . It was no t possible to simulate the changes in wate r level in Church Far m Pit over
a number of years because of the lack of data and
simulating the characterist ic hydrograph of the pit.
Figure 4.2 shows the transmissivity distribu tion used for the Church Farm Pit simulation of
existing conditions. Superimpose d on the background transmissivity distribu tion which was
developed with the regional mo del is the impact of the gravel pits. These have been
re spresented as follows:
instead this mode l has been calibrated by
The initial rapid rise in water levels cannot be due so lely to groundwater infl ow. Much of
the wate r must come from a su rface water source even through this may not fl ow directly
into the pit as a sur face water channel. Th e nearest sur face water source is the river Lavant.
It is envisaged that water from the La vant causes the observed rapid rise in water levels.
This water reaches the pit via highly permeable gravels be tween the river an d the pit. The
slow rece ssion of water levels in the pit is typical of that due to groundwater flow from a
partially se aled gravel pit. Th is conceptual model of Church Far m Pit was investigated with
the model.
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• F EATU RE
•
Water Filled
(Church Farm Pit,
(Shopwykc North)
Pit Sealing
(Church Farm Pit)
Silt Filled
(Tarmac Portfield,
(Sainsburys)
Reclamation Sites
(Sainsbury's, Booke rs,
WSCC Westhampnett)
Lavan t River
OBJEC TIVE TRANSMISS IV ITY
To ensure a hor izo ntal
surface across the water.
To represent a thin
impermeable clay liner .
To represent impermeable
clays.
To account for heterogeneous
character.
To allow rapid fl ow of
water from the river to
Church Farm Pit.
2 3
Very high
(> 50,000)
m2
Very low
(< 1.0)
Very low
(< 1.0)
Low
(< 50)
High
Values of storage coe fi cient were also assigned to the various components of the
hydrogeologica l system: a value of unity was been given to the wate r filled pits and in the
absence of info rmation to the cont rary, a value of 10% has been applied to all other
fea tures.
In order to rep resent recharge to the groundwater system from the Lavant a gro undwater
source was introduced at the poin ts of the La vant which arc closest to Ch urch Farm Pit.
Bo th the quant ity and timing of inputs at these locations were varied until an hydrograph for
Church Farm Pit which agreed reasonably well with that observed was developed.
The mo delled Church Farm Pit hydrograph is shown in Figure 4.3. This hydrograph exhibits a
rise in water level of approximately 2.8 m over a 25 day period following by a decline of
approximate ly 1 m over the next 90 days. Th is hydrograp h agrees well with that observed. In
order to ach ieve this hydrograph a rap id rise in recharge from the Lavant is requ ired. Aft er
a short pe riod of time the recharge declines since the groundwater levels, an d Church Farm
Pit level, rise thus reducing the driving force for recharge which is the hydrau lic gradient
between the river and the watertable. The maximum recharge rate is of the order of 0.4
m3/s. Neither the timing or rate of recharge from the La vant is unreasonable given the fl ow
cond ition s in the river dur ing the winter.
The sa tisfacto ry simulat ion of the water level variations in Church Far m Pit ind icates that the
• major hydrogeological features are being reasonably simulated by the model, which meant that
the model could be used to make some tentative prcdictions of the water level response to
• various developments in the area
53 T RA NSIENT PREDI CTIONS
•
The cal ibrated time varying model described in section 5.2 was used to make transient
predictions.
• The const ruction of the proposed Westhampnett By-pass may alter the seal along the
• southern edge of Church Farm Pit. The extremes of such changes are the extension of the
seal along the entire south face of the pit or the removal of the seal along the ent ire south
face of the pit. The impact of these two extremes on water levels in Church Farm Pit were
• investigated wi th the time varying model. The results are shown in Figure 5.4.
• The extension of the seal along the cntire south face of Church Farm Pit prevents
groundwatcr fl ow from the pit into the area of unworked gravels to the southeast. This
• results in a rise in water levels in the pit. The peak water level is increased by 10 cm. The
• rate of recession of pit levels is decreased by extending the seal Ninety days after the peak
level the water levels in the pit could be 30 cm higher than those which occur under
existing condi tions.
The removal of the seal on the south face of Church Farm Pit has a smal ler impact because
• of thc silt pond to the south of the pit which are infi lled and have low transmissivi t ies.
•
These pits prevent a signifi cant amount of outfl ow, in this direction, even in the absence of a
seal . Hence the water levels in Church Farm Pit are reduced by less than 10 cm by the
•
removal of the scal along thc south face of the pit.
5.4 STEA DY STATE PREDICTIONS
T he long term impact of the various developments proposed have been investigated using a
• steady-state version of the Church Farm Pit model. The groundwater levels under a high
groundwater level or winter condition have been simulated. The predicted changes in water
• level generated by the developments are the greatest changes which will occur. It is not
possible to estimate how long it will take for these water levels to be reached.
•
•
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Unless otherwi se stated the transmissivity distr ibution used in the steady state model is the
samc as that used in the time-varying model and illustrated in Figure 4.2.
5.4.1 Existing conditions
•
The steady-state, winter groundwater levels which occur with the existing confi guration of pits
is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
•
The water surfaces at Church Farm Pit and Shopwyke Nor th Pit occur at levels of 15.5m
•
and 12.8m respectively. The areas of low permeability caused by the Church Farm Pit seal
and the silt pond to the south of this pit result in a steep hydraulic gradient between
•
Church Farm Pi t and Shopwyke North. It is interesting to note that Pound Farm Pits,
Sainsburys Pits and the Westhampnett reclamation si te have lit tle impact on the groundwater
•
contours.
5.42 Full seal across south face of Church Farm Pit
•
•
•
Seal ing thc south face of Church Farm Pit results in an increase in the water level both in
and to the north of the pit of  in  excess of 0.5 m. The groundwater contours to the
•
southeast of Church Farm pit are closer together as a result of the extension of the seal. A t
this location groundwater levels fell by more than 1 m. A small reduction in the watcr level
•
in Shopwyke North Pi t also occurs as a result of the extension of the seal.
5.43 Removal of the seal al ong the south face of Church Farm Pi t
•
Figure 5.8 presents the steady state groundwater levels which occur when the seal across the
south face of Church Farm Pit is removed. The dif erence between these water levels and
•
those under existing conditions are shown in Figure 5.9. Only minor changes in the
groundwater contour pattern occur as result of removing the seal with groundwater levels
•
along the north face of the sil t ponds and Tarmacs Portfi eld site increasing by up to 0.6m.
•
Water levels in both Church Farm Pit and Shopwyke North Pit arc unaltered by removing
the seal.
•
Figure 5.6 presents the steady state groundwater levels which occur when there is a full seal
across the south face of Church Farm Pit . The difference between these water levels and
those under existing conditions are shown in Figure 5.7.
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5AA Infi fl ing of Church Farm Pit with domesti c waste
Figure 5.10 presents the steady state groundwater level which would occur if Church Farm Pit
were to be fi lled with domestic waste. The dif erence between these water levels and those
under existing conditions are shown in Figure 5.11.
The infi lled Church Farm Pit is represented in the model as an area of very low
transmissivi ty. Since this pit is the major hydrogeological feature of the area under
investigation, the infi lling causes a major change in the transmissivity distribut ion and thus a
signifi cant change in the steady-state groundwater levels.
Groundwater levels to the west of a line which passes through Tarmacs Portfi eld site and
Church Farm Pit are increased by the infi ll ing of Church Farm Pit. Groundwater levels to
the east of this line are decreased by the infi lling of this pit.
The maximum increase in water levels exceeds 2 m in the area between the Pound Farm pits
and Bookers site and the greatest decrease in water levels is in excess of 2m, which occurs
at the southeast corner of Church Farm Pit.
A t Bookers site, which is already subject to fl ooding problems, groundwater levels may
increase by between 1 and 2 m as a result of thc infi lling of Church Farm Pit.
A t Shopwyke Nor th the water level wi ll decrease by up to I m as a result of the infi ll ing of
Church Farm Pit .
5.4.5 Compression of the material in the Pound Farm Pits
I t has been proposed that the uncompressed domestic waste in the Pound Farm Pits should
be removed and replaced by compressed builders waste. This change will result in a reduction
in transmissivity in these pits. This reduction was represented in the model by assigning a
very low transmissivity to the area of Pound Farm Pits.
Figure 5.12 presents the steady state groundwater level which would occur if the material in
Pound Farm Pi ts were compressed. The difference between these water levels and those under
existing condi tions are shown in Figure 5.13.
The effect of compressing the material in Pound Farm Pits is minor. Groundwater levels in
these pits and the nor thern part of the Sainsburys Pi ts are decreased by up to 1 m.
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•At all other locations including Church Farm Pit, Shopwyke North and Bookers site the
'groundwater levels are not signifi cantly al tered.
5.4.6 West Coach Road pit water fil led
Figure 5.14 presents the steady state groundwater level which would occur if the West Coach
road pit were to be excavated and left water f illed. The difference between these water levels
and those under existing conditions are shown in Figure 5.15. The water fi lled West Coach
road pit was represented in the model as an area of very high transmissivity.
Once the West Coach road pit has been excavated there will only be a thin band of
undisturbed gravel separating it from Church Farm Pit. If the West Coach road pit is left
as a water fi lled pit this narrow band of gravel wil l have l ittle impact the West Coach
road pit will ef ectively become an extension of Church Farm Pit.
A water fi lled West Coach Road pit wil l result in a reduction in water levels in Church
Farm Pit of more than of 1 m. Groundwatcr levels at Bookers site will also be reduced by
more than 1 m.
Water levels in the West Coach road pit will be up to 1 m higher than the present
groundwater level at this location but water levels in Shopwyke North will be up to 0.5m
higher as a result of a water f illed West Coach Road pit.
5.4.7 West Coach Road pit domestic waste fi l led
Figure 5.16 presents the steady state groundwater level which would occur if the West Coach
road pit were to be fi lled wi th domestic waste. The difference between these water levels and
those under existing conditions are shown in Figure 5.17. The infi lled West Coach road pit
was represented in the model as an area of very low transmissivity.
The infilling of the West Coach road pit reduces the amount of groundwater fl ow from
Church Farm Pit in a southerly direction. Th is results in an increase in the water level in
Church Farm Pit of in excess of 0.5 m. Groundwater levels at Bookers site are also
increased by more than 0-5 m.
In the western part of the West coach road pit groundwater levels are increased by up to 1
m by the infilling of this pit with domestic waste. Water levels in Shopwyke Nor th are
increased by up to 05 m by the infi lling of the West Coach road pit .
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••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
up to 0.5 m.
•
5.4.9 Probable confi guration
•
A s a fi nal steady-state prediction the combined impact of the most likely future developments
•
• 1. The seal along Church Farm pit seal was extended across the entire south face. This
•
• model as an area of very low transmissivity.
•
•
•
•
5.4.8 East Coach Road pit domestic waste fi lled
Figure 5.18 presents the steady-state groundwater level which would occur if the East Coach
road pit were to be fi lled wi th domestic waste. The dif erence between these water levels and
those under o dsting conditions are shown in Figure 5.19. The infi lled East Coach Road pit
was represented in the model as an area of very low transmissivity.
The infi l ling of thc East Coach Road pit reduces the amount of groundwater fl ow from
Church Farm Pit in a south-easterly direction. This causes an increase in the water level in
Church Farm Pit, and Shopwyke Nor th Bookers site, by about an 0.5m. Groundwater levels
are increased by approximately 1m at the southwest corner of the Westhampnett reclamation
site as a result of the inf illing of the East Coach Road pit.
As a resul t of infi ll ing the pit groundwater levels in the East Coach road pit are reduced by
was investigated. The situation investigated had the following dif erences from existing
condit ions
was represented in the model  as  an area of very low transmissivity.
2. Pound Farm Pits were fi lled with compressed builders waste. Th is was represented in the
3. East Coach Road Pit was excavated and left water fi lled. This was represented in the
model as an area of very high transmissivity.
The overall impact of this fi nal confi guration on groundwater levels is small, water levels in
Church Farm Pit show a small increase and those in Shopwyke North are slightly reduced
from their present levels. Groundwater levels beneath Bookers site are increased.
Th e extension of the seal to the southeast corner of Church Farm Pit together with the
excavation and fi ll ing of the West Coach Road pit with water results in a decrease in
groundwater level of up to l m immediately to the southeast of Church Farm Pit.
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Chap ter 6
CONCLUSIO NS AND REX O MM ENDAT IONS
•
6.1 CO NC LUSIO NS
•
Insu fficient data exists on groundwate r levels and aquifer properties to calibra te the
groundwate r mo dels. The results therefo re must be used with great ca u tion.
Th e main sou rce of groundwater for the area under study would appear to be fl ow down the
•
Lavant valley.
To achieve reasonably agreement between modelled and observed groundwater levels a
transm iss ivity distribu tion which has its highest values in the La vant valley is required. Th e
•
transmissivities must decrease with increasing distance from the poin t where the Lavant valley
enters the aqu ifer.
•
It is no t possible for the rapid 2 to 3 m rise in water level in Church Far m pit to occur
•
solely by the infl ow of groundwater. Much of the water must come fro m sur face water even
th rough no surface water channel fl ows directly into thc pit. The most like ly source of
•
su rface water is the river Lavant.
If the scal along the sou th face of Church Far m pit is extended water levels in the pit may
rise by morc than 0.5 m. Water levels to the sou theast o f the pit may fall by up to 1 m
as a result of exte nd ing the seal. Conversely, if the seal along the south face of Church
Farm Pit is removed water levels in the pit may fall by less than 10 cm an d groundwate r
levels immediately to the sou th of the pit may risc by 0.6 m.
• If Ch urch Farm Pit is infi lled groundwate r levels beneath Bookers site may r ise by up to 2
m. A t the southeast corner of Church Farm Pit water levels will decrease by up to 2 m as
• a result of fi lling the pit. Water levels in Shopwyke North may reduce by 1 m due to filling
of Ch urch Farm Pit.
•
The effect of rep lacing the material in the Pound Farm Pits by compressed material is
insignifi cant.
• Excavation of West Coach Road pit and allowing it to fi ll with water may result in a
•
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reduction in water levels in Church Farm Pit and beneath Bookers si te of more than 1 m.
Water levels in the West Coach Road pit will be up to 1 rn higher than the present
groundwater levels. Water levels in Shopwyke Nor th may increase by 05 m.
Excavation of West Coach Road pit and infi ll ing it with domestic waste may result in an
increasP in water levels in Church Farm Pit and beneath Bookers site of more than 0.5 m.
Water levels in the West Coach Road pit will be up to 1 m lower than the present
groundwater levels. Water levels in Shopwyke North may decrease by 0.5 in.
Excavation of East Coach Road pit and Mfi !ling it with domestic waste may result in an
increase in water levels in Church Farm Pit and beneath Bookers site of more than 0.5 m.
Water levels in thc Westhampnett reclamation site may increase by up to 1 m. Water levels
in the East Coach Road pit will be up to 0.5 m lower than the present groundwater levels.
Water levels in Shopwyke North may decrease by 0.5 m.
The overall impact of a final pit confi guration which consists of Church Farm Pit with an
extended seal, Pound Farm Pi ts f illed with compressed material and a water fi l led West
Coach Road Pit is smal l. Water levels in Church Farm Pit are increased slightly and those in
Shopwyke are slightly reduced. Groundwater levels immediately to the southeast of Church
Farm Pit fall by up to 1 m with this final pit confi guration.
62 RECOMM EN D ATIONS
62.1 Introduction
I t is recommended that additional data should be collected in order to improve the local
Church Farm Pit model. Using existing and proposed boreholes addit ional information should
be obtained on groundwater levels, fl ow directions, and aquifer geometry and characteristics.
A ny upgrading of the regional model should be restr icted to using data derived from the
improvement of the Church Farm Pit model, or from local studies wi thin the regional model
area.
I t is recommended that additional data collection in the Church Farm Pit area should
proceed with the objective of preparing a more sophisticated groundwater model. This would
be a time varying, fi nite clement, multi-layer model capable of integrating rainfal l and
evaporation, ri fe fl ow, and the local fl ow patterns that exist around Church Farm Pit . Data
collection, and in part icular water level monitoring should continue for a period of at least
two years. While the more sophisticated groundwater model is being developed al l
addit ional information should be Periodically intergated into the existing AQUA model. Such
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upgrading of the existing model will provide more  accurate  predict ions of the impact of
proposed engineering works, and identify controls on groundwater fl ow which may not be
evident at the present t ime.
6.22 A ddi tional Monitoring Stati ons
Several features are believed to have a significant infl uence upon the local groundwater regime
but, because these are not quantifi able at the present time, they have not been included in
the current model. A network of new moni tor ing points is therefore proposed which seeks to
address these problems. A itemised
C and shown on Figure 6.1.
listing of the
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proposed boreholes is included as A ppendix
It is proposed that in addition to detailed geological descript ions of the sequence, laboratory
and fi eld aquifer property tests should also be undertaken at selected sites. In order to
resolve several of the components of the groundwater regime accurate and continuous
monitoring of water levels wi ll be required at several sites.
In total 29 new boreholes are proposed These have been sited so as to determine the
following:
1) The relationship between Lavant fl ow, groundwater level changes and Church Farm
Pit water levels (Boreholes 1-6).
2) Fan Gravel geometry and characteristics around Pound Farm Gravel Pits
(Boreholes 7-9).
3) The geometry and properties of the Lavant Val ley Gravels and their thinning
towards the upper wave-cut platform. To also indicate the hydraulic gradient down
the Lavant Val ley (Boreholes 10-13).
4) The elevation of the ChalWReading Beds contact and monitor Chalk groundwater
levels relative to this contact (Boreholes 14-15).
5) A quifer geometry and characteristics along and above the lower cli ff-line in order
to establish the volume and timing of fl ow across th is feature (Boreholes 16-19).
6) Fan Gravel characteristics and provide addit ional groundwater level control points
around the south west margins of the local model area (Boreholes 20-21).
7) Measure the extent of overfl ow above the clay liner in Church Farm Pit
(Boreholes 22-23).
8) Aquifer characteristics and monitor groundwater levels in the vicinity of East Coach
Road to allow prediction of the impact of quarrying and/or soakaways (Boreholes
24-29)
Surface fl ow monitoring stations should be established at four locations, on Mill Stream, on
the Lower Lavant, along Coach Road, and east of Maudlin. In addition, surface water
levels should be monitored in Shopwyke North Pit, Maudlin Farm Pond and the Cottage
Pond.
62 3 Dctailcd Proposals
I t is recommended that, if there is sufi cient interest in further data being collected in the
Church Farm Pit arca, a detailed costed proposal should be prepared for submission to
interested groups.
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TH EO RY
Th e equat ion governing fl ow in the aquifer being simulated is
6— [ 6T —11  6 = — C 6T  —11  + Q = Bh
5x
S
5X 5y 5y 5t
where : h is the piezometric head;
T is the transmissivity;
Q is the pumping/recharge; and
S is the sto rage coeffi cient
The above equation is for two dimensional (horizontal) flow in a confi ned aquifer. When
steady sta te co nditions are simulated the right hand side of this equation is zero. Th e
following mo del boundary conditions were applied:
Dirichlet In the Dir ichlet boundary condition the piezome tric head is prescribed at the
boundary. Fixed head boundaries are represented  as  Dirichle t boundary co nd itions.
Neumann: In the Neumann boundary condit ion the fl ow at the boundary is prescribe d . No
fl ow boundaries are special caw s of Neumann boundary condit ions where the fl ow is
Ze r o .
In AQ UA model spatial discre tiza tion is carried out using the Galerkin fi nite element
method with linear bas is functions and tr iangular elements . Ti me discre tization is by the
backward Euler method.
The matr ix equations which result from the numerical discretization are solved by pivoting
and using Cholesky factor iza tion.
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SITE NUMBER .01. SITE NAME The March School..
LOCATION : 06500 88100
AREA : 0.944ha
DESCRIPTION : Currently a playing field cut down through approx. 2.5
metres of gravel. Dry and above winter water table.
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Unknown
Dates/Company
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES Possibly within a raised storm beach deposit ?
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Base not seen, >2.5 metres of gravel,
with thin soil cover <20 cms
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Not filled
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
•
SITE NUMBER .02. SITE NAME : BRICK QUARRY
LOCATION : Off Claybrick Lane, Westhampnett 06400 88300
AREA 0.988ha
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Dry excavation area previously site for brickearth
mining but now site for unlicenced gravel removal.
Dates/Company : Recent mining bu ? Goodwood Estate
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES : Storm beach gravel deposit, base not seen with >2.5
metres exposed in face. Thin soil cover < 20cm.
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : 2.5m gravel. <20cm soil
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Appears to be standing pools of water during
peak winter periods ?possibly just run-off, into lowest excavated
areas.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Dry and unfilled.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
SITE NUMBER .03. SITE NAME .. POUND FARM
LOCATION : Surround ing present crematorium, 06000 87300
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Excavation after 1945 by Pound Farm Gravel
Currently owned by Chichester District Council who are
considering removing existing fit, and refilling with
inert material prior to subdivision for residentia l
deve lopment.
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES : Excavation not very deep due to limited capacity of
machinery . Not to base of gravels (ADH)
Thickness of Grave l/Overburden
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Lavant runs through the area w ith base of
the river approx 1.0 below ground level.
Transmissivity/Storativity : No record of measurements.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : Filled by the Chichester Town Council in
the post WWII era with domestic waste. Currently a very irregular surface
with use as open 'playing'field.
MATERIAL USED : Uncompacted domestic waste
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : The course of the Lavant was left undisturbed during
gravel extraction. Hence still underlain by orig inal sequence.
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) : Possibly around 2.5 metres.
SITE NUMBER .04. SITE NAME CREMATORIUM...
LOCATION : 05700 87400
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Excavated after 1945 by Pound Farm Gravel
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Excavations were not to the base of
gravels due to limitations of machinery in use (AD)-!).
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Bounded to west by Lavant with river base
approx 1.5 metres below ground surface.
Transmissivity/Storativity : No recorded measurements
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Silt/clay washings from plant located approx in location
of present crematorium. Presumeably plant washed material from the
Sainsbury's site as well?
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Presumeably from the south.
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Probably in the order of approx. 2.5m.
SITE NUMBER .05. SITE NAME SAINSBURY'S.NORTH.
LOCATION :05800 87600
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Excavated by Bulls at same time as Site06
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Originally probably 6.0m.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
during current methane gas
Storativity/Transmissivity
data from DOT work or from
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Domestic waste
Water levels not recorded by Sainsburys
monitoring.
: No measurements known ? Possibly some
Sainsbury's engineering work?
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Domestic waste possible overlying variable thickness
of inert builders material thickening to the south. The Salnsbury 's site
was apparently filled last, and with domestic waste because of inadequate
supplies of inert material at this time.
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Probably in the order of 6.0-6.5m
SITE NUMBER .06.
LOCATION : 05500 78700
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company
SITE NAME SAINSBURY'S SOUTH.
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Excavated to approx 6.0m
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Present winter ground water levels are
sufficiently high to allow accumulation of water to 20-30cm depth in
tunnel beneath A27
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Only inert building materia l
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Air photo'suggest filling commenced in the south
east corner and proceeded to the east and north.
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Probably in the order of 5.0 to 6.0m with current
north east portion of this area covered by fill material to a height of
2.0m above normal ground level.
SITE NUMBER .07. SITE NAME HALFORDS...
LOCATION : 05400 87600
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Excavated to approx. 18'
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
• MATERIAL USED : Infilled by ADH with inert builders waste to about 8'
below surface and subsequently covered (CDC7) with 6-7' of domestic waste
and 1' of topsoil.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) total thickness of approx 14-15' fill
410
SITE NUMBER .08.
LOCATION : 06000 88000
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
SITE NAME WESTHAMPNETT DEPOT
MATERIAL USED : Layered silt and domestic refuse, built with a view to
construction of council waste pulverising plant on site.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S )
SITE NUMBER .09. SITE NAME CHALK FARM PIT..
LOCATION : 05700 88000
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated dry by RMC
Dates/Company
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : A thin smear of gravel (marl) left in
base of the pit as evident from engineering holes drilled for A23
by-pass. Probably thickens to the south from <0.5m to about 1.0-1.5m
beneath the southern embankment.
The bottom of the eastern portions of the pit are shown on certain
plans to be quite irregular, with remnant bunds and local 'islands'.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Sporadic but at times detailed.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : The banks of the pit have been lined with clay to reduce
outflow of water.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) :
SITE NUMBER .10.. SITE NAME COACH ROAD REFUSE DUMP
LOCATION : 0600 8860
AREA : Exact boundary of the excavated site is a little uncertain and is
presumed to be the irregular outline shown on most Ordinance Survey maps.
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Prior to gravel extraction there was a brick works
located on the north west corner of the site. Presumeably this may have
exploited local surficial clays.
Dates/Company : Gravel extraction commenced by ADH but discontinued
due to poor quality of material.
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : The gravel thins to the east, with
increasing amount of marl. No numerical data (ADH)
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Monitoring currently in progress (02/04/90).
Neighbour to the north reports gradually increasing winter groundwater
levels in small pit in her back garden. Visual estimates would place
peak levels at approx 1.0m below land surface .
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : Plt has been filled initially by ADH, then
?Bulls and now by WSCC. The present filling is up to approx. 2.0m above
ground and is presumeably extending across undisturbed poor quality gravel
left surrounding the original Heavers pit.
MATERIAL USED : Mostly domestic waste, degree of compaction unknown.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) : ADH reports that the excavation thinned to the east
but no quantitative data.
III
III SITE NUMBER .11. SITE NAME : TARMAC SILT SITE
III LOCATION : 05500 88200
AREA
III EXCAVATION HISTORY
III Dates/Company : Excavated by ADH
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Gravel approx. 7.0m thick above hard
III marl.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
III Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
Ill
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : This area has been the site of outflow of
III water from Tarmac washing plant. At an early stage a north-south and eastwest bunds were constructed with 'French Drain' features to allow the
maximum depth of water to develop in successive settling ponds. These
III features also restricted the build up of silt/clay along the easternboundary of site 12 where summer inflow of groundwater was sought.
Currently a large amount of precast concrete waste has been dumped on top
III of the silt/clay, but thls material is unlikely to have affected thehydrogeological character of the site.
Ill MATERIAL USED : Clay/silt from washing plant.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
Ill THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) : Present surface of infill material is approx
coincident with existing land surface.
Ill
SITE NUMBER .12. SITE NAME .PORTFIELD EAST..
LOCATION : 0560 8830
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Excavated by dredge for Francis Parker?
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Approx. 7.0m
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : This area is currently the outflow site
for water from the Tarmac washing plant and is very actively accumulating
silts and clay. The amount being dumped here is unknown.
MATERIAL USED
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) : The current level of fill is several metres below
present land surface. It is probable that there is at least 2.0m of
silt/clay covering the base of this area, with a variable amount of water
above this. Water levels in this area probably are only of the order of
0.1-0.5 m.
•411 SITE NUMBER .13.
411 LOCATION : 0530 8790
AREA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
411 THICKNESS OF FILL(S) . Approximately returned to level of surroundingcountryside, therefore probably around 6.5m of fill.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Some late 1940's maps show apparently thin
excavations of gravel covering the south-western portions of this site and
extending westwards beneath the present A27 route. This may have been a
pre-WWII excavation.
The more extensive excavation of the site seems to have been completed by Heavers d
Dates/Company : Heavers, 1950-557
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
SITE NAME .TARMAC PORTFIELD SITE
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Probably 6.5-7.0m of gravel. A
drainage channel was dug along the western side of the site to a sump
in the south western corner, near the A27. This sump was apparently
within undisturbed gravel.
Groundwater levels/flow : Present day ground water levels vary from
less than 0.5 metres below present ground level in winter to approx
4.0 metres below ground level during summer. An Incomplete set of
water level data is available from a shallow borehole in the NRA yard
immediately to the south.
Transmlssivity/Storativity : Tarmac pump from a well near the centre
of the site and are able to produce production rates of approx  
gals/hour. for extended periods of time.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : The site was infilled with silt/clay washings from the
Heavers plant, prior to the construction of the present Tarmac facility.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING :
SITE NUMBER .14. SITE NAME .SHOPWYKE NORTH...
LOCATION : 0530 8830
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Excavated by dredge by Francis Parker 7
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Approx 6.5m gravel a;long Oving Road
increasing to 7.0m in the north of the area. reported that the 'marl'
beneath the gravels was very hard, requiring explosives to allow
excavation of a pipeline through this area. the base of the gravel
was very irregular with a pinnacle terrain after extraction. This may
have been the result of incision of stream channels into the
underlying marine deposits during the deposition of the fluvial
sequences.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity : The reported hardness of the underlying
marls would suggest that these beds have a low transmissivity/
storativity.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : Currently unfilled, and used as water
collection point for water from the Tarmac washing plant.
MATERIAL USED
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
Ill
Ill SITE NUMBER .15. SITE NAME .SHOPWYKE LODGE..
Ill LOCATION : 0515 8860
AREA
Ill EXCAVATION HISTORY
Ill Dates/Company : Excavated by dredge by Francis Parker?
Ill GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Approx 6.5m of gravel above marl.
III HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Ill Groundwater levels/flowTransmissivity/Storativity : No data available
Ill FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
Ill MATERIAL USED : This area has been a silt for dumping silt/clay washingsfrom the main Tarmac Drayton site with material piped in and released in
the south-east corner. Relaes of silt has now stopped due to the effects
Ill this material is thought to have had upon the summer inflow of groundwaterinto Shopwyke North pit.
Ill SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Filling from the south east corner, probablyextending as a thin sheet across a large part of the Shopwyke North pit.
Ill THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : The present surface at the south east corner isapprox 1.0m? below the present land surface in this area.
SITE NUMBER .16... SITE NAME .SHOPWYKE NORTH WEST
LOCATION : 0490 8800
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Dredged by Heavers/Francis Parker
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Thickness of gravel reportedly
approx. 6.5m along Oving Road decreasing to 5.5m at the southern
boundary of the area.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Site back-filled with silt/clay washings from gravel
processing at a very early stage.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) : Site returned to previous land surface level, hence
thickness of fill probably from 6.0 to 5.0m. with thin topsoil covering.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
SITE NUMBER .17. SITE NAME .SHOPWYKE NORTH WEST
LOCATION : 0490 8820
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Dredged by Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Reported thickness of gravel south of
Oving Road said to be approx. 6.5m thinning to approx 5.5m at the
southern boundary of area 17.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : urface levels will indicate levels in
surrounding fill material.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Currently a water filled open excavation. Depth of water
is unknown but the bottom is presumeably well silted up.
Water from this site is apparentle not recirculated by Tarmac.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Not filled
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) :
SITE NUMBER .18. SITE NAME .SHOPWYKE NORTH EAST
LOCATION : 0480 8860
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : Excavated by Heavers and Francis Parker. worked wet
from barges unloading in area 17.
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Approx 6.5m of gravel at the northern
end of the area decreasing to 5.0m at southern boundary. Apparently
underlain by marl.
HYOROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity : No known information.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED Entire area filled with silt/mud washings from gravel
processing.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Northern half of the area is filled back to present
ground surface (13.0 m ),while the southern half stands approx 1.5m above
(14.5m ) present land surface.
o
•
SITE NUMBER .19. SITE NAME .SHOPWYKE SOUTH-EAST
III LOCATION : 0450 8800
AREA
III
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated wet by A.J. Bull dredge. The western half
of this site was reputedly dug down to the London Clay and the clay
Ill material used for lining the walls of this and other pits in the area.
Dates/Company : Heavers. Most O.S. maps show this area as two seperate
Ill pits and earlier studies of this area refer to these as Shopwyke South
and Shopwyke South-West.
Ill GEOLOGICAL FEATURES : ADH reports approx 5.0 m of gravel along the
south-western boundary of this area thickening to about 6.0m to the
III northern boundary, and thinning to 4.0m to the eastern boundary in the
vicinity of the present primary washing facility.
Heavers reports that he mined both pits to a marl base.
III Thickness of Gravel/Overburden
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
III
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
III
Ill
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Predominantly domestic waste.
III SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : The centre of this area presently rises approx. 3.0
III metres above the surrounding land surface. This elevated portion of the
site focusses the flow of methane gas to the apex of the landfill where it
is burnt off.
III
III
SITE NUMBER .20. SITE NAME .SHOPWYKE SOUTH EAST III
LOCATION : 0450 8860 Ill
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated wet by Heavers Ill
Dates/Company III
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES III
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : ADH reports approx 3.0m of gravel
along the southern boundary overlying approx 1.0m of lug sand. III
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : The water level has been know to rise to III
such a point that it overflow the British Rail Chichester to Brighton
line. IIITransmissivity/Storativity : The southern bank of the old pit was
lined in order to reduce water loss so that dredges could keep
afloat. Ill
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : Currently unfilled and used as a water Illreservoir to supplt the primary washing site. Possibly some pumping of
water to the main facility at Drayton.
MATERIAL USE : Fine clays used in wall lining. III
SEQUENCE OF FILLING Ill
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) : Depth of original pit unknow, it may have extended
to as far as the London Clay. Present depth of water is unknown. III
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
SITE NUMBER .21.
LOCATION : 0460 8770
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : ADH reports that this area was once the property of
the Chichester City Council. A thin layer (1.0-1.5m) of gravel was
apparently removed prior to the council infilling with builders rubble.
ADH refused CCC offer to dig out deeper gravels as the councils asking
price was too high.
Dates/Company : Excavation by Chichester City Council
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
SITE NAME .PORTFIELD ALLOTMENTS
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Total thickness unknown,but probably
varying from 5.0 to 6.5m from south to north.
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity : With a considerable amount of gravel
still present beneath this area it is likely that there ls
considerable underflow.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Inert builders rubble.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Unknown
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Only 1.0 to 2.0 metres
SITE NUMBER .22. SITE NAME .PORTFIELD RAILWAY
LOCATION : 0460 8760
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
Dates/Company : ADH reports that the area was dug bt hand during the
1920-30's
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Total thickness of gravels not
penetrated by workings, which ADH reports as only being approx. 4.0m
deep.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : With a comsiderable amount of gravel left
beneath this site it is to be expected that there is a reasonable
underflow.
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Railway ballast, from works associated with the railway,
including landslips etc. It is possible also that there may have been
ash/sinder material from the coal burning locomotives.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Unknown.
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Site covered with approx. 4.0m of fill.
•
•
••
•
•
SITE NUMBER .23. SITE NAME .PORTFIELD SOUTHWEST
LOCATION : 0450 8750
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Same as Site 22
Dates/Company : 1920-30 s
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : As for Site 22
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Some reports (WSCC-Waste Management) suggest that this
area was particularly used as a site for dumping ash and cinder from the
BR locomotives. ADH rejects this suggestion.Further information on this
site may be available from WSCC Building Control.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) : Probably approx 4.0m.
SITE NUMBER .24..
LOCATION : 0475 8725
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY
SITE NAME .FLORENCE ROAD...
Dates/Company : Probably early 1920-30's (ADH), excavated by Pound
farm Gravels.., therefore probably non-hydraulic draglines which would
not have been able to dig very deep... 3.0-4.0m7
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
Degree of Compaction
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : Filled by Chichester District Council with inert builders
rubble (ADH). WSCC (Waste Disposal ) reports that this site was filled by
CDC with domestic waste 7
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : 3.0-4.0m very approx.
SITE NUMBER .25. SITE NAME .QUARRY LANE WEST.
LOCATION : 0420 8720
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by Heavers, with steam dragline and
therefore not dug very deep ...73.0-4.0m? Excavation of this pit
• presumeably took place prior to extraction from Whyke Lake (Site 28) and
Quarry Lake(S1te27).
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Fully thickness of gravel not exposed
• during working . On the basis of comparisons with Shopwyke South
West(Site19) the thickness of gravel is probable in the order of
6.0m.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
• Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
• MATERIAL USED : Filled by Chichester District Council pre-WWII 'with inert
building rubble.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Unknown
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Approx. 3.0-4.0m?
SITE NUMBER .26. SITE NAME .QUARRY LANE EAST.
LOCATION : 0420 8760
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : As for Site 25
Dates/Company : Excavated by Heavers with steam dragline. The site was
probably excavated to a depth of only approx 4.0m due to the limited
capacity of the draglines.
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : No data but probably comparable to
that at southern boundary of Site 19 (Shopwyke South East).
ADH recalls that the topsoil at Whyke Lake was about 1.0m thick and
'peaty', and this may apply here at Site 26.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : This site was filled with domestic waste by the Chichester
District Council, at presumeably a later date than the operation of the
two washing plants which were located just west of this site. It is
possible that a thin film of silt/clay from the washing plant may underlie
this site.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING : Possible lower silt/clay layer of unknown thickness
with domestic waste above.
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Site returned to present land surface and therefore
probably total thickness of approx. 4.0m of fill.
SITE NUMBER .27. SITE NAME .QUARRY LAKE...
LOCATION : 0400 8760
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated using steam draglines by Heavers with
material being transported to the Quarry Lane West (Site 25) for washing.
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Full depth of gravel not penetrated.
Probably approx. 5.0m of gravel above 1.0m of lug sand, beneath a
peaty topsoil up to 1.0m thick.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : Presently an open lake used for recreation
purposes.. fishing.
MATERIAL USED
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S ) :
SITE NUMBER .28.
LOCATION : 0390 8720
AREA
SITE NAME .WHYKE LAKE...
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by steam dragline and therefore the depth
of excavation was limited by the capicity of these machines.
The local fishing club deepened this lake by about 1.0m. Current depth
unknown.
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES : The excavations stopped where the base of the
gravels became marly and hard. The area was covered by 1.0m of peaty
topsoil.
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : 5.0m of excavated gravel beneath 1.0m
of topsoil.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER USE : Currently left as open lake and used for
recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : It is probable that the bottom of this lake is
considerably silted up, and therefore close to being effectively sealed.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
e l
•411 SITE NUMBER .29.
411 LOCATION 0385 8770
AREA
411
411
411 GEOLOGICAL FEATURES : Probably about 4.0-5.0m of grave l above 1.0m of lug
sand and beneath 1.0m of peaty topsoil. Relevent geological information
411 may be extrapolated from the surveys made of the western portions of BrickKiln Farm.
411 Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : 4.0-5.0m of gravel beneath 1.0m ofpeaty topsoil.0
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
411 Transmissivity/storativity
411 FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : The site is currently an open lake usedfor recreational purposes.
411 MATERIAL USED : This lake is probably partly silted up and thereforemoderately well sealed.
411 SEQUENCE OF FILLING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by steam dragline and material transported
by conveyor to the central washing plant near the present Leisure Centre.
Dates/Company : Heavers
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
SITE NAME .LEYTHORNE LAKE..
SITE NUMBER .30.
LOCATION : 0365 8780
AREA
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
SITE NAME .PECKHAM LAKE..
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by steam dragline with material being
transported by conveyor to a plant near to the present site of the Leisure
Centre.
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : The gravels were excavated down to a
basal lug sand. Approx. 5.0 m of gravel overlies 1.0m of lug sand, and
is overlain by 1.0m of peaty topsoil.
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : The site is currently an open lake used
for recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : Silting up of this lake will have partially sealed the
site .
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
411
411
SITE NUMBER .31.
411 LOCATION : 0350 8750
AREA
411
•
411
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES : The gravels were 4.0-5.0 m thick at the northern
boundary of the site decreasing to about 3.0m at the southern boundary.411 The gravels overlay 1.0m of lug sand and were overlain by about 1.0 m of
peaty topso il.
•411 Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : 3.0- 5.0m from south to north, with
1.0m of peaty topsoil.
411 HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow411 Transmissivity/Storativity
411 FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE
MATERIAL USED : The site is filled with silt/clay from the central washing411 facilities that were located near to the present site of the Leisure
Centre.
411 SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S) : Fill material is probably in the order of 5.0-6.0m,411 bringing the site back to the surrounding ground level.
SITE NAME .SOUTHERN LEISURE CENTRE
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by steam dragline with a washing plant
where the presnt Leisure Centre is located.
Dates/Company i Heavers
SITE NUMBER .32..
LOCATION : 0340 8730
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated  by  steam dragline and material transported
by conveyor to a central washing plant located close to where the present
Leisure Centre is located.
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Varying from approx. 3.0m in the
south to 4.0-5.0m in the north, above about 1.0m of lug sand and
beneath 1.0m of peaty topsoil.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow
Transmissivity/Storativity
SITE NAME .IVY LAKE...
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE Currently an open lake used for
recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : Silting up has probably partially sealed this site.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
SITE NUMBER .33. SITE NAME .VINNETROW LAKE...
LOCATION : 0350 8790
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by steam dragline and material transported
to a central plant located approx. where the present Leisure Centre site.
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Some indication of origanal thickness
of gravel is available from borehole SU80/101. In this hole 2.65m of
gravel was logged beneath 0.6m of soil and gravel, and above 3.57m of
sandy c lay (lug sand) before 'hard rock formation' was hit at a depth
of 6.85m.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Some groundwater level data is available
over an approx one year period from a well at Vinnetrow Farm.
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : This site is currently an open lake used
for recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : Silting has probably partially sealed this site.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
SITE NUMBER .34.. SITE NAME .RUNCTON LAKE...
LOCATION : 0310 8780
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by steam dragline
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
1
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Gravel probably around 3.0 m thick,
overlain by up to 1.0 m of soil and underlain by lug sand. The lug
sand may be up to 2.0-3.0 m thick.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Groundwater levels are available for a
period 1970-71 from a well at Vinnetrow Farm. Flow in this and other
lakes around the Southern Leisure Centre is controlled  by a  system of
levee gates.
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : This site is currently open water used for
recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : Silting has probably partially sealed this site.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
411
411 SITE NUMBER .35. SITE NAME .NEW LAKE...
411 LOCATION 0290 8780
AREA
411 EXCAVATION HISTORY :Excavated by steam dragline and material transported
to the central washing facilities by conveyor.
411 Dates/Company : Heavers
411 GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
411 Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : The southern (?and eastern)boundaries of this lake are defined by the 2.0m gravel thickness
cutoff line. It is probable that the thickness of the gravel would
411 have increased to something in the order of 2.5-3.0m to the northernboundary of this lake.
The gravel was underlain by a 2.5-3.5m thick layer of lug sand.
411 HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
411 Groundwater levels/flow : Groundwater levels were recorded over anapprox one year period 1970-71 from a well on the 'Many Wells'
property, north of Stoney Meadow Farm.
411 Transmissivity/Storativity
411 FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : This site is currently open water used for
recreational purposes.
411 MATERIAL USED : Silting has probably partially sealed this site.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
411 THICKNESS OF FILL (S)
411
SITE NUMBER .36. SITE NAME .COPSE LAKE...
LOCATION : 0300 8750
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by steam dragllne and material transported
by conveyor to the central washing facilities.
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : Gravel was probably in the order of
about 2.5m thick with a 2.5-3.5m layer of lug sand beneath, and 1.0m
of marly topsoil above.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Groundwater level data is available for the
period 1970-71 from awell located within the 'Many Well property to
the east of Copse Lake
Transmissivity/Storativlty
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : The site is currently open water used for
recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : Silting has probably partially sealed this lake.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
SITE NUMBER .37. SITE NAME .EAST TROUT LAKE..
LOCATION : 0385 8740
AREA
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by dragline and material transported by
conveyor to the central washing plant.
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden The southern boundary to this area
was defined by the 2.0m gravel thickness cutoff that limited economic
mining limits. Overburden was probably in the order of 1.0-1.5m of
marly topsoil, and 2.0-3.0m of lug sand underlay the gravels.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow : Groundwater level data is available for the
period 1970-71 from a well on the 'Many Wells property to the east of
• East Trout Lake.
Transmissivity/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : The site is currently open lake used for
recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : Silting has probably partially sealed this site .
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
SITE NUMBER .38.
LOCATION : 2900 8710
AREA
SITE NAME .WEST TROUT LAKE..
EXCAVATION HISTORY : Excavated by dragline and material transported by
conveyor to the central washing site.
Dates/Company : Heavers
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Thickness of Gravel/Overburden : The southern and western boundaries
to this lake were defined by the 2.0m gravel thickness cutoff the
marked the limit of economic mining.It is probable that these gravels
were overlain by 1.0m of manly topsoil, and underlain by 2.0-3.0m of
lug sand.
HYDROGEOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Groundwater levels/flow i The flow in this and other lakes surrounding
the Southern Leisure Centre is controlled by a system of levee barrier
gates.
Transmissivlty/Storativity
FILLING HISTORY AND AFTER-USE : The site is currenly open water used for
recreational purposes.
MATERIAL USED : Silting has probably partially sealed this site.
SEQUENCE OF FILLING
THICKNESS OF FILL(S)
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•
•
W PP 1
W PP 2
W PP 3
•
W PP 4
W PP 5
• BH 1
BH 2
BH 3
• BH 4
BH 5
BH 6
•
•
•
BO R E HO LE
NU M BER
80 NW 134
80 NW 135
80 N E 36
8 0 N E 37
80 N E 39
80 N E 40
8 0 N E 4 1
80 N E 42
8 0 N E 44
80 N E 45
9 0  NW  57
9 0  NW  58
9 0  NW  6 1
9 0  NW  62
9 0  NW  6 3
9 0  NW  64
9 0  NW  6 5
8 0 S E 42
8 0 S E 4 6
8 0 S E 4 9
8 0 S E 52
8 0 S E 5 3
8 0 S E 54
80 S E 5 7
80 S E 5 8
8 0 S E 59
80 S W 9 3
9 0 S W 35
9 0 S W 36
9 0 S W 37
9 0 SW 4 0
90 SW 4 1
90 SW 42
90 NW 59
TH IC KN ESS TH IC KN ESS TH IC KN ESS TH ICKNESS T HICKN ESS T H IC KN ESS
H EA D VA L LE Y R BD (Y ) R BD (0 ) RS BD FAN
1 .9
1 .8
3 .8 1 .5
3 .8
2 .2
1 .9
3 .6
2 .1 2
2
4 .3
1 .8
7 .3
2 .3
1 .9
1 .7 3 .8
1 .9 1 .9
2 .2 1 .9
1 .8
1 .8 2
2 .4
1 .6 3
0 .1 3 .1
2
0 .5 2 .9
2 .7
1
2 .3 1 .8
1 .5
2 .8
3 .3
2 .8
0 .3 2 .7
BP BH 1
BPBH 2 1 .5 ? 1 .2
• BPBH 3
BPBH 4 > 2 .7 ? 1 .2
•
BPBH
B PBH
5
6
BP BH 7
0•
•
41
BO REHO LE
NUM BER
DEPT H
(m )
O D BA SE
G RA V E LS
T H ICKN ES S
G RA V E LS
WA T ER RW L RW L
ST RUCK SUMM ER W INT ER
8 0 NW 134 4 24 .1 1 .9 N .S .
8 0 NW 135
80 N E 3 6
5
6 .7
7 .7
2 3 .8
1 .8
5 .3
+ 9 .4 
+ 26 .3
80 N E 37 5 .2 28 .2 3 .8 N .S .
80 N E 39 7 .9 2 3 .8 2 .2 N .S .
80 N E 4 0 10 .9 16 .5 1 .9 + 17 .6
80 N E 4 1 6 2 6 .4 3 .6 N .S .
80 N E 4 2 9 .5 19 .3 2 .0 + 16 .7 
80 N E 4 4 7 .2 3 3 .5 2 N .S .
80 N E 4 5 6 9 4 .3 N .S .
90 NW 5 7 4 2 6 .3 1 .8 N .I .
90 NW 5 8 9 10 .8 7 .3 + 12 .5
90 NW 6 1 4 .2 2 6 .1 2 .3 N .S .
90 NW 62 4 .5 16 .2 1 .9 N .S .
90 NW 6 3 2 6 .6 5 .2 5 .5 + 8 .7
90 NW 6 4 5 .2 6 3 .8 + 7 .9
90 NW 6 5 22 .3 5 .2 4 .1 + 7 .6
80 S E 4 2 4 2 .8 1 .8 + 3 .9
80 S E 4 6 5 3 .6 3 .8 + 6 .7
80 S E 49
80 SE 52
4
6 .4
3 .6
5 .6
2 .4
4 .6
+ 5 .0 
+ 9 .4
80 SE 5 3 5 4 .3 3 .1 + 7 .4
80 S E 54
80 S E 57
4
7 .2
4 .3
5 .5
2
3 .4
+ 6 .3 
+ 9 .1
80 S E 58 4 .6 4 .7 2 .7 + 6 .4
80 S E 59
80 SW 9 3
4 .3
3 .9
1
1 .3
0
1
+ 2 .0
+ 1 .3
90 SW 35 6 .4 4 .4 4 .1 + 8 .0
90 SW 36 3 .9 5 .5 1 .5 + 6 .0 
90 SW 37 5 .9 0 .6 0 N .S .
90 SW 40 5 .8 6 .9 2 .8 + 8 .7
90 SW 41 5 .6 1 .4 0 N .S .  
90 SW 42 5 .6 -0 .4 2 .8 N .S .
90 NW 59 5 .8 6 .1 3 + 8 .6
W P P 1 15 .3 6 .8 9 .8 + 11 .0
W PP 2 15 .4 7 .26 7 .8 + 10 .9 6
W PP 3 15 .3 6 .69 7 .8 + 10 .89
W PP 4 17 .1 10 .3 8 .9 + 11 .1
W PP 5 1 5 .1 7 .18 7 .7 + 10 .68
BH 1
BH 2
BH 3
BH  4
BH 5
BH 6
B PBH 1 30 9 .44 <7 .9 + 14 .89
BPBH 2 30 5 .63 < 10 .4 + 4 .53 
BPBH 3 5 < 12 .21 > 5 .0 + 14 .66
BP BH  4 10 < 3 .49 > 10 .0
BPBH 5
BPBH 6
10
10 .9
< 10 .0
4 .69
> 10 .0
10 .4
+ 13 .36
+ 13 .7 9
B PBH 7 10 14 .3 3 .9 + 14 .34
00
•
•
•
•
•
•
0
•
•
•
•
0
•
•
O
BH 1
BH 2
BH 3
•
BH 4
811 5
BH 6
• B PBH 1 S & A
B PBH 2
O
B PBH 3
B PBH 4
BP BH 5
a, B P BH 6BP BH 7
0
0
BOREHO LE
NUM BER
DATE CLIENT LOCAT ION UTM
DR ILLED NAM E NORTH ING
CO-OR D
EASTING
O .D .
(n)
BPBH 8 DEC 86 T HYSSEN BY-PASS 8956 067 2 +24 .09
BPBH 9 8980 068 1 + 23 .69
BPBH 10 8953 067 7 + 24 .42
BHW 1 8791 055 5 + 9 .08
BHW 2 8807 056 3 + 9 .89
BHW 3 8823 057 1 + 8 .77
BHW 4 8838 0578 + 8 .49
W CR 1 OCT 89 TARMA C W EST 8943 057 1 + 15 .9
WCR 2 COACHRD 8947 0562 + 15 .5
W CR 3 8951 0553 + 15 .1
WCR 4 8945 0556 + 15 .2
WCR 5 8941 0565 + 15 .6
SU 80/ 04A AUG 1939 BGS MEAT FACTORY 8634 0487 14 .93
SU 80/ 04B FEB 1947 MEAT FACTORY 14 .93
SU 80/ 04C MAR 1973 MEAT FACTORY 14 .93
SU 80/ 05A 1902 HENTY BR EW ER 8587 0494 10 .36
SU 80/ 058 1927 HENTY BR EW ERY 10 .36
SU 80/ 05C OCT 19 39 HENTY BR EW ERY 10 .36
SU 80/ 13 1936 LEYTHORN NUR 8820 0303 7 .47
SU 80/ 52 DE C 1938 M ERSTON MANO 895 1 0283 7 .01
SU80/ 53 NOV 1935 M ERSTON V ICA 8942 0303 7 .01
SU80/ 54 1892 M ERSTON 8920 0398 9 .14
SU8 0/ 55 MA Y 19 34 WA LNUT T REE 8813 0248 7 .62
SU 80/ 63 19 34 W EST ST DA IR 8575 0483 12 .2
SU 80/ 64 18 44 FIE LDS GARA GE 12 .2
SU 80/ 65 MAR 1944 GASWORKS 8597 04 23 11
SU 80/ 66 WEST GAT E 8527 0473 9
SU 80/ 67 GATEWAY CROSS ING 4 .6
SU 80/ 68 1898 W . BROYLE FM 8512 0555 14 .6
SU80/ 69 1905 NORT HLAN DS 30 .5
SU80/ 89 1909 LAVANT HSE 40
SU8 0/ 90 POOK LANE 29
SU8 0/ 9 1 1909 E . O F MARCH 36
SU8 0/ 9 2C 18 93 BGS GRA Y LINGWELL 8674 0638 +28 .0
SU8 0/ 92D 18 93 8676 0588 +22 .0
SU8 0/ 9 3 1939 CH I . LAUNDRY 8609 0 54 3 14 .5
SU8 0/ 9 4 19 36 E . BROY LE FM 8554 0615 25 .9
SU 8 0/ 9 5 OCT 1941 WEST HAM ILL 8768 0602 +20 .0
SU 80/ 97 1920 SAW M ILLS 8838 0623 +20 .0
SU 80/ 98 PR E-194 1 MAU DLIN 8870 0656 +25 .2
SU 80/ 99 1933 STR ETT INGTON 8933 0746 29
SU 80/ 101 JAN 1977 V IN ITROW 8796 0350 8 .53
SU 80/ 104 No2 V IN ITROW 8805 0347 8 .53
SU 80/ 10 5 ?A PR 19 77 STR ETT INGTON 8950 0685 24 .7
SU 80/ 10 6 A PR 19 77 COPSE FARM 8970 0579 14 .5
SU80/ 111 MA R 1980 BR ICK K ILN F 8822 0394 5 .95
SU 80/ 113 E . ASH LING 8200 0700 26 .8
SU 80/ 114 LAVANT DOWN 8537 0938 34 .24
SU 80/ 115 BR LAVANT 8571 0863 31 .06
SU 80/ 116 MA RSH LANE 8580 0898 31 .14
SU 80/ 118 O CT 1985 VA LDOE WOO D 8794 08 14 36
SU 90/ 21 19 54 BGS BOXGR0V E 36 .81
• SU90/ 21 6 .58
•
•
•
BOR EH O LE
NUM BER
DEPT H
(m )
O D BA SE
GRAV ELS
T H ICKN ESS
GRAV ELS
WAT ER
ST RU CK
RW L
S UMM ER
RW L
W INT ER
•
B PBH 8 20 20 .99 2 .5 +2 3 .34
B PBH 9 10 2 1 .29 0 .6 + 2 3 .09
BPBH 10 2 5 20 .0 2 4 + 19 .49
•
BHW 1 15 5 .9 > 3 .2
BHW 2 15 5 .9 > 2 .7
BHW 3 15 5 .8 > 3 .0
•
BHW 4 15 6 >2 .5
W CR 1 11 .6 4
•
W CR 2 12 2 .5
W CR 3 10 .6 3 .6
W CR 4 9 .2 5 .1
•
W CR 5 8 .6 6 .1
SU 8 0/ 04A 115 .8 6 .1 > 2 .13
•
SU 8 0/ 04B 17 3 .7 5 .9 6 .5 5
SU 8 0/ 04C 17 3 .7 5 .9 6 .5 5
SU 8 0/ 0 5A 112 .5 5 .7 6 4 .6
•
SU 8 0/ 0 5B 11 5 .8 6 .09 4 .27
SU 80/ 0 5C 12 1 .9 6 .2 5 4 .11
SU 8 0/ 13 7 1 .3 3 .9 6 2 .29
•
SU 80/ 52 45 .7 3 .66 3 .35
SU 80/ 53 5 5 .8 4 .57 2 .44
SU 8 0/ 54 19 8 5 .03 3 .8 1
0 SU 8 0/ 5 5 30 .5 4 .5 7 3 .0 5
SU 8 0/ 6 3 6 1
SU 8 0/ 6 4 32 1 5 .19 5 .2
•
SU 8 0/ 65 < 6 .12 >4 .88
SU 80/ 66 14 2 .6 ? 6 .4
SU 80/ 67 39 .6 2 .7 1 .37
•
SU 80/ 68 8 7 .8
51.180/ 69 9 1 .4
SU 8 0/ 89 19 .8 36 4 29
•
SU 8 0/ 9 0 26 .5 2 6 .5 27 .5
SU 8 0/ 9 1 29 .9 3 1 4 .9 9
SU 8 0/ 9 2C 4 0 2 3 5
•
SU 8 0/ 9 2 D
SU 8 0/ 9 3 160 .6 6 7 8 .1
SU 8 0/ 9 4 76 .2 19 .8 6 .1 7 .9
•
5U 8 0/ 9 5 8 3 + 16 .7 13
5U 80/ 97 50 13 .7 5 .6 + 17 .7 17 .4
5U 8 0/ 98 50 20 .2 5 14 .6
•
SU 80/ 99 31 15 .2
SU 80/ 10 1 1 12 .8 1 .7 6 .2 14
5U 80/ 104 2 .78 6 .96
•
SU 80/ 105 88 .5 19 .2 5 .3 19 .2 22 .2
SU 8 0/ 106 9 1 .4 9 .7 4 .8 > 14 .5
SU 8 0/ 1 1 1 1 1 5 .5 1 9
• 5U 8 0/ 1 13 18 .4
SU 80/ 114 3 .7 < 30 .54 3 3 .4
SU 80/ 115 5 .5 29 30 .5
•
SU 80/ 116 5 .3 29 30 .4
SU 80/ 118 150 30 15 .82
0 SU 90/ 21 9 1 .44 30 .23 6 .5 8
0
0
TSU 80/ 04A 200
0 SU 80/ 04B 254
SU 80/ 04C 38 1
SU 8 0/ 05A 254
0 SU 8 0/ 05 8 40 5
5U 8 0/ 0 5C 30 5
SU 8 0/ 1 3
0 SU 8 0/ 52 1 14
SU 8 0/ 5 3 7 6
SU 80/ 54
0 SU 80/ 5 5 76
SU 80/ 6 3
SU 80/ 64
0 SU 80/ 6 5 W ELL
SU 80/ 66
SU 8 0/ 67
0 SU 8 0/ 68 50
SU 8 0/ 69
SU 8 0/ 89
0 SU 8 0/ 90
SU 8 0/ 9 1
SU 8 0/ 9 2C
0 SU 8 0/ 9 2 D
SU 8 0/ 9 3 35 6
SU 8 0/ 9 4 4 0 0
0 SU 8 0/ 9 5 12 5
SU 8 0/ 97 125
SU 8 0/ 9 8
0 SU 80/ 9 9 127
SU 80/ 10 1 2 54
SU 80/ 104 68 6 W E LL
0 SU 8 0/ 105 2 53
SU 80/ 10 6 2 54
SU 80/ 11 1 300
0 5U 80/ 113 W E LL
SU 8 0/ 114 < 100 0 W E LL
SU 8 0/ 115 W EL L
0 5U 8 0/ 116
5U 8 0/ 118 300
W E L L
0 SU 9 0/ 2 1 6 10
0
0
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
BOR EH O L E T H IC KN ESS T H ICKN ESS TH IC KN ESS T HICKN ESS T H ICKN ESS T H IC KN ESS
NUM BER H EA D V A LL EY R BD (Y ) R BD (0 ) RS B D FAN
•
WT 1/ 8 1
WT 2/ 8 1
WT 3/ 8 1
•
WT 4/ 8 1
WT 5/ 8 1
W T 6/ 8 1
•
W T 7/ 8 1
WT 8/ 8 1
e
•
•
•
•
1970/ 1
•
1970/ 2
1970/ 3
BU L LS 1
BU L LS 2
BU L LS 3
0  ' BU LLS 4
BU LLS 5
BU LLS 6
•
•
•
•
•
GW 42 1.52 2 .44
GW 4 6 0.61 3 .6 6
GW 99 2 .13
G W 10 0 1 .52
GW 1 0 1 1 .5 2
G W 10 2 2 .1 3
G W 10 3 4 .5 7
G W 104
G W 10 5
G W 106 0 .6 1 4 .2 7
GW 107 1 .2 2 1 .2 2
GW A l 1 .2 2
GW 8 1 0.6 1 2 .7 4
GW C l 1 .8 3
GW D 1 1.07 3 .0 5
GW E l 3 .8 1
••
0
•
•
•
•
•
0
0
197 0/ 1
• 197 0/ 2
19 70/ 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
GW 4 2 5 .4 9 20 .1 2 .44 N .S .
GW 4 6 4 .8 8 <20 .6 3 .66 2 1 .6
GW 99 4 .8 8 2 1 .84 2 .1 3 N .S .
GW 100 3 .6 6 22 .5 6 1 .5 2 N .S .
GW 10 1 3 .6 6 2 1 .48 1 .52 2 1 .5
GW 102 4 .27 19 .4 2 .13 N .S .
GW 103 6 .1 19 .5 1 4 .57 20 .1
GW 104 3 .66 < 22 .09 0 N .S .
GW 105 3 .66 < 22 .34 0 N .S .
GW 10 6 5 .18 20 4 .27 2 0 .6
GW 107 3 .6 6 < 2 1 .34 1 .2 2 N .S .
GW A l 3 .3 5 22 .2 6 1 .22 22 .3
GW B 1 4 .5 < 2 1 .2 5 3 .35 2 1 .8
GW C l 2 .29 2 3 .99 0 .3 24
GW D 1 4 .57 2 1 .2 3 3 .96 2 1 .5
GW E l 3 .96 < 2 1 .5 4 3 .8 1 2 1 .5
••
BOR EHO LE
NU M B ER
D IAM
(m m )
T YPE PUM P ING
T EST S
G RA D ING W T D MEAN
PERM E-
0 WT 1/ 8 1
WT 2 / 8 1
WT 3/ 8 1
0 WT 4 / 8 1
WT 5 / 8 1
WT 6 / 8 1
0 WT 7 / 8 1
WT 8 / 8 1
0
FG G 1
FGG  2
1 5 0
1 5 0
S & A
FGG  3 1 5 0
0
FG G  4
FG G  5
1 5 0
1 5 0
FG G  6 1 5 0
• NRA 1/ S
N RA  1 / D
NRA  2 / S
N RA  2 / D
N RA  3 / S
0 NRA  3 / D
1 9 7 0 / 1
• 1 9 7 0 / 2
1 9 7 0 / 3
0
BU LLS 1
BU L LS  2
1 5 0
1 5 0
N
N
N
N
BU LLS  3 1 5 0 N N
0
BU LLS  4
BU LLS  5
1 5 0
1 5 0
N
N
N
N
BU LLS  6 1 5 0 N N
• GW  4 2 2 0 0 AUG ER N N
G W  4 6 2 0 0 AUG ER N N
0
GW  9 9
GW 100
2 0 0
2 0 0
AUG ER
AUG ER
N
N
N
N
GW 10 1 2 0 0 AUG ER N N
0
GW  1 0 2
GW  1 0 3
2 0 0
2 0 0
AUG ER
AUG ER
N
N
N
N
GW  1 0 4 2 0 0 AUG ER N N
0
GW  1 0 5
GW  1 0 6
2 0 0
2 0 0
AUG ER
AUG ER
N
N
N
N
GW  1 0 7 2 0 0 AUG ER N N
GW A l 2 0 0 P I T N N
GW B 1 2 0 0 P I T N N
GW C I 2 0 0 P I T N N
0
GW  D1
GW E l
2 0 0
2 0 0
P I T
P I T
N
N
N
N
•0
•
BO R EHO LE
NU M BER
DAT E C L IENT LOCAT ION UTM
DR IL LE D NAM E NO R TH IN G
CO -OR D
EA ST ING
O .D .
(m )
•
C F A l
C F A 3
MA R 1959 RMC C HU RCH FA RM
MA R 19 59 E . COACH R D
17 .4
17 .9
C F A 5 O CT 1960 18 .2
C F B 1 OCT 1960 17 .5
C F 8 2 O CT 1960 18 .6
C F 8 4 O CT 1960 17 .7
•
C F C l
C F C 2
MA R 19 59
MA R 19 59
17 .4
17 .3
C F C 3 MA R 19 59 17 .4
•
C F C 4
C F C 5
MAR 19 59
O CT 19 60
17
16
C F D I MA R 19 59 17 .5
•
C F D 2
C F D 3
O CT 19 60
MA R 19 59
17 .7
17
C F D 4 MA R 1959 16 .2
•
C F E l O CT 1960 15 .5
G E 1 03 .0 5 .8 5W AT ERMA N W ESTHAM PNETT 15 .5
•
G E 2 07 .0 5 .85 15 .5
BK F 1 2 5 .0 4 .68 W SCC BR IC K 878 3 04 02 10 .7 5
BK F 2 2 5 .04 .68 K ILN 883 0 0380 10 .7 5
BK F 3 25 .04 .68 FA RM 882 5 04 01 11 .25
BK F 4 2 5 .0 4 .68 882 0 0 39 0 11
•
BK F 5
BK F 6
2 6 .0 4 .68
2 6 .0 4 .68
88 13
880 1
0 354
0 375
10
9 .6
BK F 7 26 .0 4 .68 886 0 04 00 10 .8
•
BK F 8
BK F 9
2 6 .0 4 .68
29 .0 4 .68
884 2
887 0
0 354
0 379
10
10
BK F 10 29 .04 .68 886 3 0347 9 .8
O R 1 196 0 's? OV ING 88 58 05 14 14 .9
OR 2 ROA D 882 0 05 03 14 .7 4
•
OR 3 878 2 0494 14 .4
WS CC 1 1989 W S CC W EST HAM PN ETT 88 34 06 10 17 .8
•
W S CC 2 1989 LAN DFILL 8837 06 14 17 .4
WS CC 3 1989 S IT E 884 2 06 17 17 .3
W S CC 4 19 89 884 6 0 6 19 17 .6
•
WS CC 5 1989 885 1 0 62 1 18
WS CC 6 1989 885 5 06 23 18 .5
WS CC 7 1989 8859 06 25 19
•
WS CC 8 1989 8864 06 26 19 .3
WS CC 9 1989 886 8 06 28 19 .3
WS CC 10 1989 887 4 06 30 19 .5
•
WS CC 11
WS CC 12
1989 887 6
887 8
0626
062 1
18
16 .2
W SCC 13 888 1 06 16 16 .2
•
WS CC 14 888 3 06 11 15 .8
WS CC 15 888 4 0 605 15 .8
WS CC 16 1989 883 6 06 00 17 .2
•
W S CC 17 1989 882 7 0609 17 .8
WS CC 18 1989 886 5 0587 16
0 T l 1989 T A RMA C PORT F IELD 880 4 05 33 15 .4 _
••
•
•
•
•
•
W SCC 1
•
W SC C 2
W SCC 3
W SCC 4
•
W SC C 5
W SCC 6
W SCC 7
O
W SCC 8
WS C C 9
W S CC 10
O
W S CC 11
W S CC 12
W S CC 13
•
W S CC 14
W S CC 15
W S CC 16
•
W S CC 17
W S CC 18
•
T 1
•
•
BOR EHO L E
NU M BER
C F A l
T H IC KN ESS T H ICKN ESS TH ICKN ESS T H IC KN ESS T HICKN ESS T H IC KN ESS
H EAD VA LLEY R BD (Y ) R BD (0 ) RS BD FA N
C F A 3 1 .8 3 0 .9 1
C F A 5 1 .22
C F B l 4 .57 1 .22
C F 8 2
C F 5 4 1 .2 2 1 .22
C F C l 6 .86
C F C 2 0 .9 1 5 .18
C F C 3 1 .22 3 .05
C F C 4 1 .22 0 .6 1
C F C 5 0 .6 1 2 .13
C F D 1
C F D 2
C F D 3
C F 0 4 1 .2 1
C F E l 0 .6 1
G E 1 2
G E 2 > . . 15
BK F 1 >2 .29
BK F 2 >2 .29
BK F 3 > 1 .98
BK F 4 > 3 .20
B K F 5 > 1 .98
BK F 6 > 3 .20
BK F 7 >2 .51
BK F 8 >2 .59
BK F 9 > 2 .74
BK F 10 > 2 .21
•41
•
0
0
•
•
•
•
BOR E HO L E DE PT H O D BASE T H IC KN ES S W AT ER RW L RW L
NUM BER (m ) GRA V E LS G RA V ELS ST RU CK SUMM E R W INT ER
C F A l 9 .14 12 .5 4 .11 13 .4 4
C F A 3 4 .57 14 .2 0 .9 1 N .S .
CF A 5 5 .49 15 .5 1 .2 2 RUNN IN G
C F 8 1 6 .1 11 .7 5 .18 13 .2
C F B 2 3 .0 1 < 15 .0 > 2 .44
C F B 4 5 .5 13 .4 2 .4 4 13 .3
CF C l 11 .28 8 .7 6 .8 6 12 .7
C F C 2 8 .2 3 9 .7 6 .1 1 3
CF C 3 6 .7 1 10 .7 4 .27 13 .4
CF C 4 4 .57 12 .7 1 .8 2 13
C F C 5 5 .2 < 10 .8 >2 .74 12 .3
C F D 1 9 .45 9 .14 7 .3 1 12 .6 2
CF D 2 5 .49 13 .1 3 .3 5 13 .4
CF D 3 7 .6 2 10 5 .18 13
C F D4 5 .49 1 1 .9 1 .2 1
CF E l 5 .49 11 .2 0 .6 1 11 .5
GE 1 5 13 .5 2 14 .9
G E 2 5 < 10 .5 > 2 .1 5 15 .1
BKF 1 3 .96 < 6 .79 > 2 .29 7 .7
BKF 2 3 .3 5 <7 .4 0 > 2 .29 8 .31
BK F 3 3 .2 < 8 .0 5 > 1 .98 8 .96
BK F 4 4 .1 1 < 6 .89 > 3 .2 0 7 .65
BK F 5 3 .96 < 6 .04 > 1 .98 6 .95
BK F 6 3 .8 1 < 5 .79 > 3 .20 8 .99
BK F 7 2 .74 < 8 .0 6 > 2 .5 1 9 .43
BK F 8 4 .11 < 5 .89 > 2 .59 7 .26 6 .6 5
BK F 9 3 .05 < 6 .95 >2 .74 9 .01 8 .5 5
BK F 10 3 .35 < 6 .45 >2 .2 1 8 .28 7 .9 7
OR 1 7 .3 1 6 .4
OR 2
OR 3
WS C C 1 5 .9 16 .6 7
W SC C 2 6 .3 16 .72
W SC C 3 6 .4 16 .8 5
W SC C 4 6 .2 16 .9 1
WSC C 5 6 .1 16 .8 3
WSC C 6 6 .1 17 .6 8
WS CC 7 5 .4 17 .6 5
WS CC 8 5 .6 17 .7 8
WS CC 9 5 .7 17 .7 5
WS CC 10 6 .2 17 .9 8
W SCC 11 6 .7 16 .4 2
W SCC 12
W S CC 13
WS CC 14
WS CC 15
WS CC 16 6 .2 14 .27
•
BO RE HO LE DIAM T Y PE PUM PING G RA D IN G WT D M EAN
O
NU M BER (mm ) T ESTS P ERM E-
A B ILITY
O
C F A l
C F A 3
C F A 5
O
C F B 1
C F 8 2
C F 84
O
C F C I
C F C 2
C F C 3
O
C F C 4
C F C 5
C F D I
• C F D2
C F D 3
C F D4
•
C F E l
G E 1 150 CA B LE Y
•
G E 2 150 PERCU SS ION Y
BKF I P IT Y
O
BKF 2
BK F 3
PIT Y
• P IT
 
Y
BK F 4 P IT Y
•
BK F 5 PIT Y
BK F 6 P IT
 
Y
BK F 7 P IT Y
It BK F 8BK F 9 P IT YP IT  Y
BKF 10 P IT Y
•
W SCC 1
•
W SCC 2
W SCC 3
W SCC 4
O
W SCC 5
W S CC 6
W SCC 7
O
W SCC 8
W SCC 9
W SCC 10
O
W SCC 11
W SCC 12
W SCC 13
O
W SCC 14
W SCC 15
W SCC 16
O
W SCC 17
W SCC 18
O R 1
O R 2
O R 3
•
•
 
•
 
•
•
 
•
 
•
•
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
 
•
Gravel Boreholcs:
1) Approx. 18 holes at WSCC Westhampnett Reclamation site
2) 3 holes planned by DOT along AV east of Maudlin
3) 2 holes on Boo kers site 87750595
4) 1 hole at NRA Portfi eld depot 87750510
5) 1 hole (12008) on Oving Road 90950580
Wells in Gravel:
1) Greylingwell 86700590
2) Tarmac Portfi eld Site 87970520
3) Shopwyke Manor Farm 88500545
4) Shopwyke 88700515
5) Tangmcre Church Farm 90150615
6) East Maudlin Farm 89500650
Chalk Borcholes:
1) Greyingwell 86700640
2) Tarmac Portfi eld Site 88100530
3) NRA Oving Road (12009) 90050580
4) Temple Bar 89500685
Surfacc Flow:
1) Greylingwell 87150650
Surface Wate r Levels:
1) Church Farm Pit 87850575
EXISTING MONTID RING SITES
WES THAMPNEIT AREA
••
O Wa Sn IAMPNE IT AR EA
•
•
No 's 7 & 8 : to aqu ifer geometry in and arou nd Pound Farm Gravel pits
•
•
No's 14-15 to determine the elevation of the Chalk/ Reading Beds contact and mo nitor
Chalk groundwater levels.
•
No 's 16-19 to determine aquifer charcteristics an d monito groundwater levels across
the lower wave-cut cliff line.
No 's 20-21 to monitor groundwater levels in and sou th of Sainsburys site, and provide
add ition al data on Fan Gravel geometry and characteristics.
e No's 22-23 to determine water level changes that may be associated with groundwaterI overflow fro m Church Farm Pit
lio No's 24-29 to determine aquifer characteris tics and monitor to assist in determiningthe impact of quarrying the East Coach Ro ad site.i
e ,.
• ,'
•
I•
•
•
Boreholes:
PROPOSED ADDITI ONAL MONITO RING SITES
No's 1-6 to determine the relationship between the Lavant and groundwater fl ow
into Church Farm Pit.
No's 9-13 to de termine the geometry and aquifer characteristics on the Lavant Valley
Gravels and their relation to the river clif line, and to monitor
groundwater levels.
Surface Flow
1) Mill Stream 87650600
2) Lower Lavan t 87300540
3) Coach Road 88400610
4) East Maudlin 89300665
Surface Water Levels
1) Shopwyke North Pit 88300520
•
2) Maudlin Farm Pond 88950625
3) Co ttage Pond 88200625
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